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Joke Nite Explodes Into Racial Controversy
by Seth Price
Joke Night which began as a
seemingly innocent idea has now
developed into a full fledged
controversy on the Trinity campus.
At the center of the controversy
are the racist and sexist jokes that
were told that evening. Faculty,
administrators, T.C.B., and
numerous students expressed
outrage over the nature of the
jokes.
A quick background of Joke
Night shows that the event, held on
Friday April '9, was attended by
some 250 people. Many of the jokes

that were told on that evening were
sexist or racist.
In the Tripod which appeared on
April 20, Letters to the Editor were
published which attacked the
events that took place at Joke
Night. For the first time, protests
over the happenings at Joke Night
were made public to the Trinity
Community.
On Thursday and Friday of last
week, the President's Council on
Minority Students, chaired by
Robert Lindsay, Professor of
Physics, met to "look into the Joke

Night affair as we'll as any similar
instances which have evidence of
attitudes or actions which offend
against minority groups, including
women, at the college." These
words are quoted from President
Lockwood's letter (presented as a
supplement to this article) to the
Council in which he asked the
Council for "advise and recommendations."
On Thursday the Council heard
testimony from members of the
Student Government Association,
Mather Hall of Governors, one

faculty member and one administrator who were present at
Joke Night.
On Saturday, Dr. Lindsay and
College Vice-President Thomas
Smith sent a letter to President
Lockwood
containing
four
recommendations from
the
Council's Friday meeting. The full
text of that letter is included as a
supplement to this article. The
President has promised a public
response to the Council's recommendations by Thursday or Friday
of this week.
Also to be found is a letter from
Alan Martin, Chairman of the
Trinity Coalition of Blacks, to the
Council. This letter, which speaks
of the "undercurrents" of racism
which exist on the Trinity campus,
did not constitute 38% of each was received by the Council at the
dorm, but were selected on the time of their Thursday meeting.
basis of security, past preferences,
A letter from J. Bard McNulty,
and the location of freshmen.
Chairman of the Trinity Faculty
Some male rooms were changed Conference, is also presented on
to female at the end of the selection page 3. In it. Dr. McNulty states
process and many of those who the Conference's "opposition . . . to
were wait-listed were women, but expressions of gross racism and
this was not due to the Housing gross sexism under the guise of
Office's room classification. The community entertainment."
number of men participating in the
In a Tripod interview President
housing selection was fewer than Lockwood echoed the feelings of
had been anticipated, resulting in a many: "I am both" shocked and
troubled by what 1 hope was poor
lower male/female ratio.
judgement as opposed to anything
The French language dorm, malicious. I hope that the people
located on a formerly all-female
corridor in Jackson, will house
only six women next year. This
was compensated by the"addition
of several female single rooms in
by Ken Grossman
other dorms.
After several months of
deliberations and meetings, the
In the weeks to come, the Student Government Association
Housing Office will be reviewing Budget Committee this week
its files in an effort to determine completed and approved next
which beds on campus will be free year's budgets for all studentfor those on the waiting list. funded organizations.
Although no guarantees can be
This year, the determination of
made, Bean Tilles said she expects organizational budgets differed
that most of these students will significantly from the process of
past years in that the campus
receive campus housing.
organizations themselves played a
much greater role in helping the
Budget Committee members reach
budget decisions.
Jim Essey, SGABC chairman,
felt that this year's process "was
quije equitable as the Budget
Committee attempted to gather as
much input as possible from the
various organizations."
The absence of any appeals,
whicti in past years.have been
numerous, would seem to justify
this statement. The great majority
of campus organizations are apparently satisfied with the manner
in .which their allocations were
reached and the actual amounts
they are to receive.
Jim Gregg, editor of the Ivy,
which has one of the largest
budgets of all campus groups, said
that the Budget Committee employed a "fair system" to reach a
"fair figure," although the amount
is not as much as the yearbook
staff had hoped for, He said that
most people understand that the
Budget Committee "is concerned
with priorities," and therefore
cannot be expected to allocate
precisely as much money as each
group needs.
The SGABC began work in
February when it met informally
with each organization to discuss
the past year's expenses, and to lay,
the groundwork for determining

How Fair Is Housing:
by Jill Freeman
The campus housing selection
process for 1976-1977 was completed last Monday and Tuesday
evening in the Washington Room
when approximately 850 students
chose their rooms.
While most were able to secure a
bed for next year, several dozen
were placed on a waiting list. This
list consists of students with
priority numbers scattered among
the 850.
Students complained that the
housing process was inefficient
and unfair. Elinor Tilles, Assistant
Dean for Housing, admitted that
selection of rooms is a "hassle,"
but that it is not inefficient, citing
(he relatively short periods of time
that were taken to actually choose
rooms (averaging 2-1/4 hours each
night).
"If a computer were used during
any part of the process the
democracy of the procedure would
be greatly reduced," she com..jnented.
This year the $100 deposit

required to process each contract
helped to eliminate much of the
cheating that took place in
previous years when students who
weren't planning to live on campus
sold their numbers or gave them to
friends. Students who are participating in special off-campus
programs next semester and spoke
to Dean Winslow prior to the
beginning of the rooming process
will be able to receive their refunds
as promised.
When asked about the seeming
discrimination against women in
housing, Tilles explained that the
male/female ratio of rooms is
determined by the number of
contracts submitted by the
students.
'mis year, only seven suites in
High Rise (or approximately 22%)
were reserved for women despite
the fact that they represented 38%
of the submitted contracts. On the
other hand,* 80% of Smith, a
similarly arranged dorm, was
designated for women.
The rooms allotted for women

David Lee, associate dean of Student Services, delivers good news to some students.

who told the offensive jokes were
simply not thinking and got carried
away. If this was a platform for
racial prejudice, that is sad indeed."
The President was upset by what
appears to be a step backwards in
race relations at Trinity. He
stated, "You think you're making
headway and then you wonder,
We're all going to look alike here if
we don't watch it. This type of
incident makes it hard to attract
people from diverse backgrounds.
Incidents like this hurt all of us."
Dr. Lindsay, who chaired the
President's Council, stated that its
purpose was to "write of our impression of what happened and to
formulate recommendations for
the President."
Lindsay said that in its recommendations to the President, the
Council had " . . . no feeling of
retribution or desire to get
anyone's throat. There is just
general dismay on the part of the
Faculty that an incident like this
could occur and be treated so
lightly by the.student body. The
faculty thought the student body to
be more sensitive, mature, and
aware than to treat this so lightly."
J. Ronald Spencer. Dean of
Students, echoed the dismay of the .
Continued on pg. :i

New Budget Process Succeeds
next year's budget. Soon afterwards each organization
received its final instructions and
guidelines ' for submitting their
1976-1977 budgets.
In March, following Open
Period, two or three member
Budget Committee subcommittees
met individually with the various
organization heads to discuss the
budgets which the organizations
had submitted. The small groups
met to facilitate a better communication and information exchange between the organizations
and the SGABC. After the small
meetings., the budget proposals
and the subcommittee's recommendations were submitted In the
entire Budget: Committee, who
acted as a whole, to find ways, to
economize further, if possible, on :
the submitted budgets.
Since Sprinf break, the full
Budget Committee has met several
times to finalize all organizations
budgets and to eliminate any
duplication of events and functions
by the various organizations. The
Mather Board of Governors was
treated as the central ^programming body for the school. Other
organizations were expected tc
serve.interests and functions not
provided by MBOG;': \ : .;;
Last; Wednesday, -alK, campus
organizations , • received their
finalized budgets from the SGABC.
As of press time, none have invoked the appeals procedure to
contest their allocation; the
deadline for appeals was Mon..
April 26.
According to Hank Merens,
Budget Committee members, ''the
scrutinous way in which we
examined each budget has made it
such that the necessity for an
appeal is unlikely."
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Student Government
Student elections to college
committees will be conducted by
the > Student'
Government
Association Thursday and Friday,
April 29 U30, from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
at pre-registration in the
Washington Room. One hundred

and twenty two petitions were
received for the positions, all of
whichwere accepted. The sample
ballot appears below.
Ballots may be cast by all preregistering undergraduates.
Students are entitled to vote for

Sample Ballot
Voting will be Thursday, and
Friday, April 29 & 30, at preregistration.
STUDENT COMMITTEES
Student Government' Association:
fvote for l,.elect 27)
Gary Ankuda
Steve Batson
Jane Beddall
,
V ••-I'.-i;••
R i c h a r d Chamberlain
Gil Childers
Roy Childers,,,..,,,.;, ..,,,.,...,.;.,
....
Scott C l a m a n ," •'•', , '•::/•,< ,•}"•:,--- :
J i m

E s s e y

: ••,• •

:

•. ? • - '

.

••

K a r e p E z e k i e l •,.•-.,
,. .
.J o h n G | i l l e $ p i e . •:= ;i i r ' ? . ! • " . ! • • !
J

Larry Golden-/ ,.
.,. • -,;, '
Barbara Grossman :' .
•. : .
William Hager,
.. . •
Robert Hurlock
•:
Yutaka 'Isi* Ishizaka
•••';.
Steve Kayman.- .»
Mark Kupferberg
Richard Levan
Doug McGarrah
. .
:
.
Richard Meier
O.D.
Susan Osthoff
Larry Papel
•
Seth Price
Susan Rodnon
Jeff Sands
Robert Schlesinger
Yolanda Sefcik
Wicks Stires
Margaret (Tammy) ""Voudouris
Andrew Walsh
Bennett Wethered
Bob Zelinger
Mather Hall Board of Governors:
-Concert & Dance Committee(votc for 6, elect 10)
Ken Feinswog
Richard Meier
Paul Pantano
Margaret 'Tammy' Voudouris
Mather Hall Board of Governors:
-Lecture Committee(vote for 3, elect 5)
Larry Papel
. Robert Schlesirtger
-Cultural Committee(vote for 3, elect 5)
Patricia Grandjean
Richard Levan
Seth Price
Jeff Sands
-Small Activities(vote for 3, elect 5)
Larry Golden
Dean G. Karalis
^Budget Committee
(vote for 8, elect \2)
Jane Beddall
Jim Essey
Robert Hurlock
Richard Levan
Jeff Meltzer
Alex Moorrees

FACULTY COMMITTES
Academic Affairs Committee
(vote fdr 1, elect 2)
E.J. Caesar
..Lisa. Calesnick
... . . ,-.
Mark Henrickson •• . . ;
Richard Meier
Seth Price
Susan Tananbaum
'.„.•'
•'. ''"Bennett Wethered"";'.. X"*••
College Affairs Committee
(vote for 1, elect 2)
Lisa Calesnick . .••
;.:Martin E..Kaiioff;., ... ' \"''
Curriculum Coiniriittee
(vote .for 2., elect 3) , '"', . v u
,„ ScotCClarnan,'...,..,,. . , ' • . . ' . . ,
' t ' e t e r Crosby .7 / ,'.•"
Jini Essey . ,'•.'".,
' Jeanine Figur
Maureen Healy
Steve Kayman!
,
].
Ross Lewin
Jeff .Meltzer
."''/"'
Alex Moorrees
Steve Roberts
Susan Rodnon
Yolanda Sefcik
Susan Tananbaum
Financial Affairs Committee
(vote for 1, elect 2)
Lillian Benesevich
Jim Essey
George Jensen
Bob Zelinger
TRUSTEE COMMITTEES
Admissions & Financial Aid
(vote for 1, elect Z)
Karen Ezekiel
Thomas Hefferaan
Robert Hurlock
Amy Katz
Richard Meier
David Murphy
Steven Roberts
Yolanda Sefcik
Bennett Wethered
Buildings & Grounds
(vote for I, elect 2)
Gil Childers
Jeff Mandler
Capital Campaign Committee
(vote for 1, elect 1)
. Steve Batson
Alex Moorrees
Library Committee
(vote for 1, elect 2)
O.D.
Student Life Committee ,
(vote for 1, elect 2)
Peter Crosby
Bob Zelinger
OTHER COMMITTEES
Conn PI RG(vote for 3, elect 5)
Ken Grossman
Steve Kayman
Thomas Lines
Lisa Pasalaqua
Bob Zelineer

Budget Allocations 1976-1977
The following represents the
Student
.Organization
Budget
Allocations
for
the
1976.1977
academic year. !t represents the
culmination of a lengthy' process
i n v o l v i n g student
organization
members and the SGABC. No appeals have been requested •and thus
these figures may be considered
final. All organizations were notified
of their budget allocations. by. m a i l
last week.
BUDGET ALLOCATIONS
1974-1977
Org.
Alloc.
AIESEC
$1075
Asian Org.
485
Big Brothers
600
and Sisters
Cercle Franca is
140
Cerberus '
226
Christian Fellow.
110
Dance Club
440
Folk Society
875
Free Spirit
770
Hillel
2510
Inst. Music Prog.
__ 275
Ivy
' ' 11465
1100
Jesters
1761
La VozLatina
MBOG
22815
Lecture Com.
6160
Concert and Dance
• - 7120
Small Group Aqt. .
453S

Photo Club
SMAT
SGA
SGO
Republicans'
Review
RIP
Spanish Club
TCB
TCBWO

Trinity Sailing
Tripod
WRTC
WRTC—repayment of
transmitter loan
Young Democrats
Subtotal
Contingency
Reserve Contingency
Scholarship Fund
Total Operating
Budget 1976-77

107
450
2825
, , 2143
' '
51
2482
' 621
361
11400
567
380
13743
10793
1250
90
$91910
6000
' 4000
15000'

$116,910.00
Anticipated Income 1970-1977
1 Student Activities Fees
1600x$70
$112,000
-1600x$4 (ConnPIRG)
6,400
Actual Yield
105,600
II Book Store
$3300
I I I Returns from
Organizations from
1975-1976 Budgets •
8010
Total Antic. Inc.
$116,910
Total Expend.
116,910
••

two-thirds to the closest whole
number of available positions for
each office, except for the SGA,
where each person may cast no
more than seven votes. Candidates
receiving the largest number of
votes shall be'declared winners;
with the exception of the Admissions and Financial Aid
Trustee'committee, where at least
one student member must be from
the class of '78 or '79.
The Elections • Committee en:
courages campaigning for those
who wish to. No campaign for any
candidate for any office may spend
over $50 in its activities.
Interested students are also
•encouraged to conduct write-in

, Margaret (Tami).Voudouris!
•- .'.','..,

"

V'S.G.A. '.'.' 7 .

' .;.:

Now that I have almost completed my freshman year at
Trinity, I realize that I would like
to be more involved in the Student.
Government process. I feel that I
have become well-acquainted with
the school and the potentials of an
effective student government. As a
candidate for Mather Board of,
Governors; Concert and Dance
Committee, I would like to help
make their activities successful
and truly representative of what
type of entertainment the undergraduates would prefer. I am
also running for Student Government Association and would appreciate your vote at Preregistration, so that I could try my
best to represent the students 6f
Trinity.

campaigns, particularly for those Appeals. The-SGA will therefore
committees where there are fill these positions through appresently more positions than pointments next Fall, after giving
candidates. These committees students adequate notice to apply
include: the Budget Committee," for them.
the MHBOG Concert & Dance
Committee, the MHBOG Lecture . The- Ballots will be counted
Committee, the MHBOG Cultural throughout the weekend in the
Committee, the MHBOG Small Student Government Office and the
Activities Committee, and the procedure is open to the •public.
Trustees Library Committee. Results will be announced as soon
Victory as a write-in candidate as they become available, and will
shall require a minimum of fifteen appear in next week's Tripod.
votes!
' • • . • • • • , •
The members of the Elections-1
No petitions were received1 for Committee are Stan GoldichV
the'adjudicating'committees: The Sheila•• Driscoll,' and : Steve
Board of Inquiry, the Board of
Kayman. Any' problem's ' o r
Reconsideration, •••and-' the questions concerning the election';
Academic Dishonesty Board of .should be directed.to them;.•'

current invisibility.' When. I
became interested in studenT
government, it Was only after,
much diligent searching that.' I;
learned the S.G.A. does indeed
exist,'and, that its meetings and
many cornmittees are open to the'
general student body. Irregardless
of student response, the S.G.A. has
a responsibility, which it is not.
currently fulfilling, to publicize its
meetings, the results of those
meetings, and to generally make
itself accessible to members of the
Trinity community.

Seth Price
S.G.A.
Having served half a year in the
Student Government Association, I
can honestly say that! like the job.
S.G.A. certainly has many faults
yet it is your main representative
body on campus. To make Trinity a
better place requires people getKaren Ezekiel
ting involved. That's what I've
S.G.A.
tried to do this year and, with your
I am running again for SGA. This vote, what I hope to keep on doing.
semester seemed short; however,
we have the beginnings of Free
University well'underway. I am
Patricia A. Grandjean
looking forward to being re-elected
Cultural Affairs Comm.
to SGA to see that the program is
My office involves helping to
ready to start this fall. I have also
decided to run for the Un- plan cultural events of a varied
derclassman position on the Ad- nature in the Trinity College
missions and Financial Aid community, In the past, too often
Committee. This committee is many such events have been illimportant to have student opinion timed and poorly planned, and
on, as its policy decisions reflect many possible ideas do not even
the type of student body that will be seem to be used. I will try to bring
admitted to maintain Trinity's some more careful consideration
high reputation as a challenging of these matters into prominence
liberal arts institution. I will among
the
committee's
certainly appreciate your vote at deliberations.
Pre-registration.
Lisa Calesnick
College Affairs Committee
Bennett Wethered
Having served on College Affairs
Student Gov't. Assoc.
I've been on the S.G.A. since last for the past year, I have come to
October, and the main thing I've realize that the Committee has
done has been to work on the power to facilitate change, but that
Course Evaluations, serving as this can only be possible with the
renewed enthusiasm of student
Editor of the current issue.
For the S.G.A. to do anything, its representatives who are willing to
members have to make an effort— push for the needs of and are truly
I think I've made that effort. In interested in the betterment of the
addition to serving as Course College community. I hope to be
Evaluation Editor, I've served on able to continue serving in this
the Faculty Academic Affairs capacity.
Committee, giving student views to
this faculty group.
Bennett Wethered
I'll put the time into the S.G.A.,
Academic Affairs Committee
as well as the other two posts I'm
I've been a student member
running for. Vote for me and I'll do (representing the S.G.A.) of the
my best-that's the only thing I can Academic Affairs Committee since
promise.
mid-January.
A committee like this deals
Richard Levan
directly with students, in cases of
S.G.A.
plagarism and cheating. Being on
It has been my desire since at it takes tough decision. If you have
Trinity College to become involved any questions about the comand concerned with college affairs. mittee, please talk to me.
I feel I have demonstrated this so
The committee also deals with
far with my involvement in such admissions, as does the Trustees
activities as Budget Committee, Committee on Admissions, which
MBOG Cultural Events ComI'm also running for. I'm in*
mittee, and various smaller
organizations. Election to SGA is terested in admissions, and hope
another and extremely direct that you vote for me for this
means of becoming involved in and committee.
for student affairs. With your
support, I hope to responsibly
Lisa Calesnick
represent the best interests of the
Academic Affairs Committee
student body.
I am interested in serving on the
Academic Affairs Committee
Barbara Grossman
because I am concerned with the
S.G.A.
standards which the College
While submitting that student upholds regarding plagarism and
apathy is a real problem at Trinity, mandatory academic withdrawal.
the S.G.A. is seriously at fault for By serving on the Committee. I
dbfttgri&MWiifc'tct«tcffn1&ffl>itt''5Wtf>
^ ' ; 't6v1afctiVeVy" 'msufe that

students, are given, every possib,lev
chance--tto redeem;,themselves.1
Having, served on' other committees in the past, I feel tha't I
have gained the insights necessary
to be a viable member of this
committee.
;
Jim Essey
Financial Affairs Committee
Working on the Budget Committee for the past 2 years, I've
learned much in the field of money
management.. Fd like the opportunity now, to "graduate",from
our budget of $130,000 to that of the
College's which is substantially .
greater. Where exactly does your
endowment go?—is it being invested for the highest possible
yield? Are we, as students, getting
the best break as far as tuition, or
is,it rising unnecessarily due to
inefficiencies? I think there are
several very viable points inherent
in these questions, and I'd like to
have the opportunity to explore
them for you. Vote Jim Essey for
Financial Affairs-it's , a good
choice!
Bennett Wethered
Admissions and Financial Aid
Having been on the Faculty
Academic Affairs Committee for
the past 3-1/2 months, which deals
with admissions. I feel that I would
be a good student member of the
Trustee Committee on Admissions
and Financial Aid. I am interested
and would devote as much time as=
needed to work. Please vote for me
on Thursday and Friday.

Steve Roberts
Admissions and Financial Aid
It's
difficult
to • state
qualifications for the Admissions
and Financial Aid Committee. A
concrete . background in admissions
won't
be
found
Therefore, one must have an understanding; not only of which
students should be chosen, but an
understanding of what student life
at Trinity is .like. To perceive
student fife is to perceive the
requirements of future students.
One can; only hope for diversification of these students, nol
only in interests and backgrounds,
but in goals and talents. I'll work
for a constant effort to seek out this
diversification nfnong applicants,
which will allow us all a greater
educational experience.
Cont'd to p,s. " •
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Joke
(Continued from page 1)
faculty in stating, "large numbers
of the faculty are disappointed,
saddened and angered t h a t
something like this has happened
on campus. Most teachers like to
believe in a kind of basic goodness
and decency of their students.
Although they sometimes disappoint us, we like to hold a high
opinion of them as people of good
character."
"When a significant number of
them fail to meet those expectations, it really hits us pretty
hard," Spencer continued. "A
large number of students weren't

Nite Controversy
the mature and responsible perDean Karalis, Chairman of
sons we thought- them to be. I M.B.O.G.'s Small Activities
certainly think it deserves some Committee and Master of
emphasis that I don't believe that a Ceremonies for Joke Night, was
majority of Trinity students would out of town this weekend and was
condone racist or sexist jokes. represented by the M.B.O.G.
What troubles me is that a sub- , letter.
stantial majority sees nothing
wrong with this type of joke."
In a Tripod interview, Bobby
Presented with this article is a Shor, who served as a Judge at
letter from the Mather Hall Board Joke Night stated, "I thought the
of Governors which explains their general idea behind Joke Night
role in Joke Night and explains was superb. It failed in a couple of
actions that they did or did not take major areas. Obviously, racial
jokes are unforgivable. You
at the time.

Letter to the Special
Council on
Minority Students from the
Trinity Coalition of Blacks
(April 22, 1976)

To: The Committee on Race
Relations
The establishment of the
Committee on Race Relations was
the indirect result of incidences of
racism inherently similar to the
"Joke.Night".
, The constructive work that this
committee has involved itself with,
i.e., tutoring programs, writing
workshops etc., are not to be
negated.
The assertion that "racism" can
be pragmatically resolved through
improved race relations is a myth
that we will not propagate. The
"Joke Night" is only a
manifestation of the undercurrents
that we are constantly aware of
and not surprised by. The quality
of attention this affair has received
are indicative of the attitudes that
prevail. To enter into a dialogue,
and to therefor permit the
reduction of this incident to an
isolated one does not serve our

already existence here in a racist
environment.
,3
The coincidence of "Joke Night"
and Black Cultural Awareness
Week is a profound reflection of the
extent of cultural enrichment the
rest of the Trinity community feels
compelled to interest itself with.
The fact that administrators were
present and made no effort, vocal
or otherwise, to stop these racial
slurs is indicative of this institution's attitude towards
racism. We will not tolerate the
continuation of such blatant acts.
Nor do we see fit placing the blame
on individuals.
Finally, it is this body's position
that examples of individual and
group racism throughout administrative and student channels
has developed to a point where our
mobility and productiveness as an
organization are hampered. In
conclusion, we as a body are once
again reminded of the mentality
that permeates society and this
college . . . an institutionally racist
one . . . and we will deal from this
cognition.
Alan Martin, Chairman,
Trinity Coalition of Blacks
April 22, 1976

^ Letter to Dr: Robert Lindsay1
Chairman of .the Special
Council on Minority Students,
from President Theodore D.
Lockwood.
Dear Dr. Lindsay:
I am unable to join the meeting
of the Special Council on Minority
Students which you will chair this
afternoon. I have, however, read
your letter to Mr. Smith on the
recent Joke Night, and I am
saddened and angered that, at this
College and at a time when I had
hoped we were ~ making some
progress toward creating a better
academic,and social environment
for black undergraduates, we arid
they must suffer what appears to
haye been a malicious, at worst,
and, at best, an inane attempt to
give pain to a small group of undergraduates. Our objectives as a

College include, among others, the
hope that we can improve the
conditions and attitudes thatseenr
now so seriously to threaten our
social order and so clearly hurt and
limit individuals in the society.
That we perpetuate those conditions and attitudes in our very
midst is intolerable to me and to
many others here.
lask, therefore, that you and the
Counciriook into the Joke Night
affair as well as any similar instances which give evidence of
attitudes or,actions which offend
against minority groups, including
women, at the College. If what
seems to be the case is verified,
then I shall welcome the advice
and recommendations which the
Special Council offers to my office
and to the Faculty.
Cordially, '
- Theodore D. Lockwood
President

Letter to Dr. Robert Lindsay
Chairman of the Special
Council on Minority Students,
from Dr. J. Bard McNulty,
Chairman of the Trinity
Faculty Conference.
Professor Robert Lindsay
Chairman, President's Council on
Minority Students
Trinity College
Dear Professor Lindsay:
The Trinity Faculty Conference
understands that you will be investigating the circumstances of
the recent ','Joke Might" in which it
appears that the. behavior of a
number
of the participants was not
of
a kind which should be acceptable at an institution of higher
education
or at any institution
w
nere
respect
is shown for the
r
i g h t d l

not wish to anticipate your findings, but it is our hope that you
will leave no doubt in anyone's
mind about the opposition of the
Faculty Conference to expressions
of gross racism and gross sexisnf
under the guise of community
entertainment. We believe we
speak for ,the entire Faculty in
expressing disapproval of Such
"behavior.
The College affords opportunities for intelligent," mature
discussion both of sex and race. It
should discourage the flaunting of
immature prejudice and ; the
needlesss giving of offense to
members of the community on
these as on other topics.
Sincerely yours,
J. Bard McNulty
Chairman
• ,</;•, TrJnjtyFaiGuJtyConf1erem;e/:i

Probed

wouldn't expect someone to tell
that type of joke. I was stunned. I
was very surprised by the whole
thing."
Jim Shepard, another judge,
stated that he thought the tone of
the evening and the ensuing controversy was set by the first girl
who stood up and toldvracist jokes.
"If it hadn't been for that one
thing, everything would have been
okay."
'
Ken Feinswog, speaking for
M.B.O.G. stated, "We didn't know

what we were getting into. It was
something we overlooked."
M.B.O.G.'s statement that it was
"unprepared for what was to
follow" Karalis's "Anything Goes"
statement is disputed by one
student who told a joke on Joke
Night and wishes to retain his/her
anonymity: "The first thing that
was said by the M.C. was 'we want
any joke no matter how sexual,
racial or ethnic' I don't think a lot
of people realize that the first joke
told was a racial one. The fault was
on M.B.O.G. for not restricting it.

Letter to the Trinity Community
from the Mather Board
of Governors.
To the Trinity Community:
In response to numerous letters
directed at the Board of Governors
for their role in the controversial
joke night, we feel compelled to
issue the following statement
which we hope will clarify the role
of the Board that night.
It is tr,ue that a number of the
jokes told that night were sexist or
racist in nature but the Board of
Governors has never and will
never encourage or condone these
ill-thought remarks. At the
beginning of the night Dean
Karalis, chairman of MBOG's
Small Activities committee and
Master of Ceremonies made the
unfortunate remark, "Anything
Goes", unprepared for what was to
follow. It was his feeling as well as
that of the entire Board that jokes
of this nature would not be in the
minds of the participants, never
mind be told before such an

audience. It was our impression
that Trinity students did not have
the type of latent feelings that
would manifest in such remarks
and were too mature and educated
to act in such an anti-social
manner. It was our distinct impressipn that discretion, taste and
sophistication would be the order
of the night.
It is important to emphasize that
these jokes were very poorly"
received by the audience and most
laughter was nervous in nature. It
is unfortunate that the board
members who were present did not
attempt to stop the proceedings but
we also recognize that because of
the intimidating nature of the
crowd, this would have been very
difficult. If the administrators or
faculty present were as offended
and outraged as they claim, why
did they not take any action at that
time instead of allowing this antisocial performance to continue and
the ill feelings multiply?
The Mather Board of Governors

was no more than a tool for certain
people to air views that they had
long held. Joke night was no more
than an unfortunate vehicle for
bringing to the surface the_deep
rooted feelings of many students.
.Again, MBOG apologizes for the
events which occured at joke night
and promises to establish
guidelines for any future joke
night. However, we do not accept
the responsibility or blame for the
racist, sexist or anti-semitic
thoughts expressed during joke
night; rather blame for the bigoted
"remarks belongs to the people who
told the offensive jokes and to all
members of the "Trinity community" who either publicly or
privately condone racist or antisemitic thought or actions.
We believe that what should be
examined is not the Board of
Governors but how such people and
their attitudes can exist at a small
liberal arts college like Trinity.
- Sincerely,
The Mather Board of Governors

Letter of Recommendations to
abusive verbal assaults upon the ministrators .how to conduct
race and sex Of fellow human themselves should they be-present
beings. The rights of man'and the on an occasion when language or
dignity of the individual sufferd conducl is abusive;
great "degradation at Trinity
4. that your office censure* the
College on Ihe evening of April 9. officers of Student Government,
No amount of rationalization based the Chairman of the Mather Board
upon the argument that "it was a of Governors, and the Chairman of
Dear President Lockwood,
small, noisy crowd which started the MBOG Small Group Activity
We are writing on behalf of the it" or "there's some Archie Bunker Committee for their failure to
Special Council on Minority • in all of us" can assuage the guilt exercise appropriate judgment in
Students in response to your which rests with each member of respect to the conduct of such an
request of April 22, 1976 that the the audience and with many of us event as Joke Night.. .
Council "look into the Joke Night who are responsible for their
affair as well as any similar iff-"" educations.
<
In the course of our, investigation -'
stances which give evidence of
attitudes or actions which offend
Yesterday the Council met of Joke Night it has come to our
against minority groups, including privately for several hours and attention that members of one
women, at the College."
during that time framed the fraternity have acted recently in a
On April 22 the Council met with following rcommendations. for manner which can, if what we have
so far !earned-be true, only be seen
members of the Student Govern- your consideration:
1. that it be made explicit in the as gratuitously insulting to a
ment Association, members of
Mather Board of Governors, some College Regulations that language number of black undergraduates.
of whom were present at the April 9 or conduct which is abusive and We have asked the Dean of
Joke Night, and with a member of intended to demean one because of Students, who already had begun
the faculty, and an administrator one's race, ethnic origins, religion to look into this affair, to keep the
who were also present during a or sex be considered an offense Council informed. Should we
part of the evening. We listened to which would normally merit conclude that there is more to be
done in respect to it we shall
approximately two hours of ac- suspension from the College;
communicate directly with you.
counts of what had taken place at
2. that you give notice to the
Finally, we believe it necessary
Joke 'Night, and there is no Student Government Association's
question in the minds of the officers and to the appropriate that the College rededicate itself to
Council's members but that the administrative officers that becoming an institution in which
event was outrageously offensive together they, should review at the all people — regardless of race,
to blacks and to women. It offended beginning of each academic year ethnic origin, sex or religion-- can
as well against any standard of -with the officers of each student pursue their chosen paths of
taste, and conduct which ought to organization their obligations to be educational enrichment without
prevail among—well-educated certain that their organizations are being subject to wilful malice or tc
adults. That the nature of what was free of discrimination based upon painful humiliation. As we have
said and applauded on the occasion these characteristics and to take learned so sadly from this recent
might easily have led to violence those precautions which will give event and from other similar ocwas clear. That it did not can only reasonable
assurance
that currences of the past, to the degree
be said now to have been a matter organization members will not use that our fellow members of the
of accident and the self-control of organizational funds or College College suffer so does the College
some of those who were members facilities to provide programs or itself. Through the forbearance our
of the groups abused. „•••.•
publications for abusive purposes, black undergraduates have shown
in the face of this recent senseless
We consider the event to have and that, in this connection, it be affront and the humiliation and
made
explicit
that
organizations
been a moral outrage. It cannot be
indignity which we see as inpassed off as the. result of which fail in these respects may tentional they . demonstrate a
expect
to
have
their
constitutions
thoughtlessness or lack of sencourage and pride which makes up
sitivity, even though certain in- revoked and their budgets for much that Trinity has lost in
suspended;
dividuals who participated might
_Joke Night.
3. that you instruct the apbe excused from culpability on the
Sincerely,
grounds that they are unaware of propriate officers to review both
even the most primitive concepts the relations between the Office of Thomas A. Smith
of what constitutes decent social Student Services and un- Robert Lindsay
April 24,1976
behavior. What is most incredible dergraduate organizations and the
and dismaying is that an audience specific responsibilities of the *This is censure as defined in a
of over 250 Trinity undergraduates administrative officers of the dictionary, that is, an expression of
apparently participated in and College for the purposes of blame or approval, not as exenjoyed a program which was avoiding episodes similar to Joke11 pressed on p. 73 of the Trinity
eharacterfee,d;-by < qb.s.eene and:, •Night and of instructing ad College Handbook —Seth'Price: •
President Lockwood from Dr.
Robert Liridsey and Vice
President Thomas A. Smith,
for the Special Council on
Minority Students.
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All For One . . .?

Students Seek Community At
by Jeff Dufresne
Is Trinity College a desirable
academic and social community?
This is the issue to which a
number of people have recently
addressed themselves. In past
years, the administration has
made covert attempts to explore
possible improvements for Trinity
in the communal sense. A good
Community might include such
elements as greater feelings of
togetherness, increased interaction, and increased communication. The members of a true
community would be concerned
with mutual support of its members and have the feeling that "we
are in it together."

"Trinity as a community" by a
five-person group who are
members of Philosophy 232. The
course, entitled "Community, City,
Country, Humanity and Utopia"
has called upon the class as a
community t,o generate thoughtful
solutions to some of man's living
problems, drawing on both in and
out-of-class interactions. The class
has also investigated how people in
general relate to physical and
social space, or lack of it.

The five-person "Community"
group, as part of their research,
administered a questionnaire
earlier this term for the purpose of
investigating the degree of community feeling at Trinity,.in hopes
of obtaining information which can
be used to improve the atmosphere
Trinity College can be con- here. The survey was taken from a
sidered a community in the sense random sample of approximately
that approximately 1700 of us all 300 students eating dinner in
live on or near the campus, share Mather Campus Center.
the same facilities and many
To commence, "interaction" is
common goals ' and interests.
However, beyond a certain extent,', crucial for a good community in
Trinity lacks much • as a com- the minds of the students surveyed.
munity, especially" in ferms of In general, they feel this intogetherness, communication and teraction should be fairly constant,
with no small groups or cliques
lack of alienation.
forming on the fringes. However,
when asked how close Trinity
This matter is currently being comes to the concept of a truly
examined as part of a study on ideal "community", a large

proportion of those questioned
pointed out that the student body
was fraught with subdivisions or
cliques. This fragmentation, the
students said, led to less communication and interaction as well
as increased insecurity, gossiping
and a general lack of community.
People said it was too easy to
form cliques along superficial
guidelines here at Trinity. For
example, some people said that
"preppies" find it too easy for
them for find other "preppies";
thus forcing others to find friends
of their own financial or social
background.
Many people responded in the
questionnaire that fraternities
were overemphasized, were
judged guilty of furthering social
segregation, and could be easily
stereotyped along social and
financial lines. Consequently,
many students thought that Trinity
failed to create a community
where people are encouraged to
become more objective about their
previously formed attitudes
concerning such things as financial
status or ethnic backgrounds. The
survey indicated that in a real way,
different kinds of people have been
cut off from each other.

Rathskeller Opening
Set For Spring
by James A. Essey Chairman,
Rathskeller Development
Committee
Remember that curious animal,
the Rathskeller? Well, because a
lot of you probably responded with
an uncertain yes, if a yes at all, I
thought it might be interesting to
discuss Trinity's beer pub's past,
present, and future.
In (he faiJ of last year, when this
whole idea really got underway, we
found that as the College was zoned.
in a residential area, no
liquor could be sold on the
premises,- So to remedy this
situation,
the
Rathskeller
Development Committee spoke
before the court of Common
Council and convinced them to
make an exception in the zoning
ordinance for Hartford colleges
and universities. This decision was
easily passed in our favor.

May Day Play
by Bowdy Train
The Dean and several students
from Franconia College have
accepted our invitation to join us in
fun and exchange of ideas at the
May Day Community Celebration.
We at Trinity who seek to build a
mqre integrated sense of intellectual and social sharing
became interested in the new
student-generated plan adopted at
Franconia. That pian involves
"taking the concept of community
seriously," which for the college
president, dean, and professors
means such things as washing
dishes at the dining hall. We plan to
have a conference of interested
Trinity students hosted by Franconia Hn the White Mountains of
New Hampshire) next fall.
The Community Day Celebration
(May 1st, 11:30 a.m.-6:00 p.m., on
the quad) is an attempt to build the
seeds of community at Trinity; to
have fun together in terms of a
picnic, Softball and volleyball,
frisbie, live music, etc., and to
bring together people who are
starting and interested in the
community garden, dorm, free
un i versi ty, consciousness-raising
and persona] issued groups,
Chilean and United Farm Workers
support groups and Trinity
cooperation with the Stowe Village
Housing Project in the North End
of Hartford.
Please come and share your play
and ideas. Bring some refreshments also, if you can, to share
with others. (Some food will be
provided).

, : ' • • . , $

Well, we thought that with this
out of the way, all we'd have to do
is draw up some plans, apply for a
permit, find a manager, and then,
presto! We'd have a pub. Were we
ever wrong.
First, our proposed location met
with some difficulty in regard to
fire exits. Fortunately, this
problem was alleviated by finding
another door which could provide
an exit if necessary.
We then ran into some trouble
with the location of our restroom
facilities, but these too were ironed
out. So; once again we were off
with the preparation of an application. This brings us up to
about three months ago.
In submitting our petition, we
were surprised, to say the least, to
discover that it could not be signed
by President Lofikwood and Vice
President Smith. Only a Trustee's
signature would be acceptable. A
letter was sent to Dr. Starkey,
Chairman of the Board of Trustees,
asking him to sign a "power of
attorney-like" statement giving
authority in this matter back to the
administration. Perhaps due to the
worsening postal situation this
letter had to be reproduced several
times before it was finally signed
and returned.
In any event, the application was
submitted and after 2 weeks of
waiting we were notified as to its
acceptance,
Needless-to-say,
everyone concerned was quite
shocked.
Last week,'Inspector Kelly of the
State
Liquor
Commission
"dropped by" to inspect the

premises. It seems that they check
out all right, and that all we need to
do now is to submit complete
biographies of Lockwood and
Smith along with several other
trivialities. When these are
received, final consideration will
be given to our request.
Quito impressed, now. with all
this bureaucratic red tape, you're
probably just dying to know what
might be in store in the next couple
of months.
Assuming our application is
approved—and after all this it
better be—a temporary beer pub
Will be set up in the Red Room of
Mather Hall for evening operation.
This will give the College the experience it needs in learning the
tricks of this new trade.
. Mr. Smith indicates that should
operation prove : successful
throughout fall semester 1976,
money will be applied for (and as
the Trustees do seem to be behind
this operation it should be
received) and construction will
begin downstairs in Mather for a
real Rathskeller: wood paneling,
dim lighting, b'ooths, stage, etc. If
all goes well, learned sources indicate that we'll have a fully
operational Rathskeller by spring
vacation.
So, that's where it stands. Don't
throw out any beer yet, that you
may have in your room, though.
Chances look the best they've been
so far, however, and^as Riel
Crandall, Director of Buildings and
Grounds told me, "Things are
moving
pretty
fast
for
bureaucracy,"
y

Biblical Scholar To Speak
Monday, May 3, a biblical
scholar of international renown
speak at Trinity. Professor Peter
R. Ackroyd, of the University of
London, is to talk on "Politics and
Religion in Israel after the Exile"
— a matter as controversial then
as it remains today. His address is
sponsored by the Department of
Religion, 70 Vernon Street, at 4:00
p.m.
A frequent lecturer at universities around the world, Ackroyd is
no stranger to Trinity, having
spoken here twice before at the
invitation of his long-time friend,
Professor John A, Gettier,
Chairman of the religion depart-

ment. The two scholars took part in
a seminar this"term during Gettier's sabbatical leave in London.
Among Ackroyd's books are
Freedom in Action, The Old
Testament Tradition, and Exile
and Restoration. He is also edited
recognized biblical commentaries
and dictionaries, and translated
three important German works.
His articles have appeared in
scholarly journals for over twenty"five years.
. Sunday, May 2, Ackroyd will
preach from the outdoor pulpit at a
special Chapel service, in which
congregations from neighboring
churches will join.

suggested was that a "coffee
house" type arrangement should f
be created in Wean Lounge, where *^
both students and faculty could
casually interact, have coffee, or
just relax and read periodicals.
Additionally, the proposal that
Hamlin Hall be opened for studentfaculty dining at least one lunch
per week was recommended.
Also suggested was improving
the dormitory facilities so that
people would feel more "at home"
there. These suggestions included
improvement of the lounges, and
the installation of soda and candy
machines in each dormitory •
Greater organized involvement common's room.
in Trinity and the outside world,
including more all-campus acThe research group suggested to
tivities and student involvement in Lockwood that more of an attempt
the school administration, was should be made to generate student
called for on many questionnaires. interest in student government and
The overall feeling was that since in the running of social events for
students are transient and the campus, as well as the adadministration is a more per- ministration and policy-making of
manent body, .the latter should the College. Also, both Lockwood
shoulder the burdens of organizing and the group felt that an increase
possible solutions to these
frequency of all college
problems. Students said that the1
meetings
would promote a greater
administration should be more
active in their concern with feeling of student identity with the
College.
developing community.
To a lesser degree, students
pointed out other ways in which
Trinity lacked community and an
environment to bring about such
cohesiveness. First among those
criticisms was that the college had
inadequate facilities for students to
gather when they wished, such as a
Rathskeller that remains open late
(i.e. after studies). Also mentioned
was the lack of a common cause
beyond football games that
brought students together, like the
political goals of students in the
late 1960's.

The consensus of the students
surveyed clearly suggests that
changes are in order. With hopes of
proposing changes to improve
Trinity in the communal sense, the
group met with College President
Theodore Lockwood to discuss
their, findings.
From the survey the prevailing
attitude voiced was that Trinity
lacked a central gathering place
for socializing. Many claimed that
the absence of an all-campus
center, caused many students to
find their own places for
socializing that were not easily
accessible to the entire Trinity
community. Some examples of this
were fraternities, local bars, and
their own rooms. This situation
was seen to cause social factions
within the community.
As a result, the group and Lockwood agreed that the creation of a
Rathskeller or pub, located in
Mather Campus Center would be in
order. This pub would be supplied
with music and remain open much
later than the eleven o'clock
closing time of the Cave. Also

Franconia College of New
Hampshire, the group claimed, is
an excellent example of how an
academic community created a
strong spirit of cooperation as well
as the feeling of working for the
good of the whole, via active
student' participation in college
affairs.
Additionally, the promotion of
greater class unity for incoming
freshmen classes was strongly
suggested. This would be achieved
through the institution of a longer
and more intensive "Freshmen
Orientation Week," encouraging
all freshman to eat at the centrally
located Mather Campus Center,
and not allowing freshmen to join *
fraternities.
,
In an effort to encourage faculty
and student input into the issue of"
bettering the communal atmosphere of Trinity, an All-College
"Community Day" Celebration is
scheduled for Saturday, May 1. For
further information, contact
Charlie Andrews, Alyson Henning,
Kip Martha, Rick Schwiekert, and
Bowdy Train.

Conn. Legislature
Enacts Changes
by Jeff Sands
While Governor Ella Grasso was
busy campaigning in Pennsylvania
this week for Presidential hopeful
Hefiry "Scoop" Jackson, the
General .Assembly was busy in
Hartford
clearing up the
legislative calender as the end of
the 1976 session draws near.
Arthur Lewis, Democratic
Legislative 1 Commissioner
resigned last Wednesday, less than
one week after the General
Assembly's Ethics Committee had
dismissed conflict of interest
charges lodged against him.
Although legislative leaders
insisted that Lewis's case before
the Ethics Committee was an
unrelated matter, the Senate is
scheduled to take action on a bill
this week which would abolish the
political job once held by Lewis.
The bill would abolish the
present system in which there are
two Legislative Commissioners.
Each parly appoints a member to
the part-time positions. The old
system would be replaced by one
non-partisan, full-time Commissioner.
The Legislative Commissioners'
function is to translate bills from
English to legal language, thus
making the bills acceptable for

court application. All bills must "
pass through this office-~
_ •*
Lewis's problems began when it
was reported that he had retained
bills in his desk drawer which may *
have hurt the concerns of his
outside law clients and personal
friends. If the bill gets..out.of the
Legislative Commissioners' Office
late in the session often it will
never be acted upon.
Proponents of the new bill to v
revise this office believe a-fulltime,' non-partisan Commissioner
will help curb any further' conflict
of interest implications.
Other action this week at tne
Capitol included passage of a
permitting druggists to substitute
an equivalent drug for a brananame one prescribed by d
physician. The bill, known as the
generic drug bill, would *****&
substituting lower cost drugs JW
the often higher priced brand name
ones;
Another bill passed last
|
bans the sale of studded snow tires next February, and prohibits tne'
use as of January, 1978. The state
estimates that approximately »w
million in road repairs will be
saved as a result of the ban.
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Fifes, Drums, Troops and The Spirit of 76

Trinity College
Bicentennial
Committee
Sponsors
Craft Fair
Photo by Larry Papel
The Washington Trail Guard from-Durham, Conn, fire
muskets during mock battle.

Photo by Steve Norris
The Col. John Chester Fife and Drum Corps from
Wethersfield, Conn, march down the Long Walk.
Clouds darkened the skies, and
rain fell intermittently, yet the
Bicentennial Crafts Fair was held
Saturday on the Quad. Artisans
displayed their wares, and offered

them for sale. The Col. John
Chester Fife and Drum Corps
proviced
music, and
the
Washington Trail Guard performed maneuvers.

Photo by Steve Norris
Guardsmen file on to Quad in preparation for their performance.
•

Photo by Larry Papel
Troops march in formation under the watchful eye of Bishop Brownell.

Intensive Study Program Holds Classes In France
by Drew Hyland and Michael Pretina
to prepare their linguistic skills
and other courses appropriately.
Pretina and Hyland said they are
confident that the program will be
intellectually stimulating, enjoyable, and offer students a
unique opportunity to live in the'
midst of the culture they are
studying.

Professors Michael Pretina of
the Modern Languages Department and Drew A. Hyland of the
Philosophy Department have
announced an Intensive Study
Program on French Philosophy,
Literature, and Culture, to be
offered in the summer of 1977 in
Cassis, France.
The Intensive Study Program is
an option of Trinity's curriculum
whereby students and faculty may
study a subject matter as their
exclusive academic project for a
semester, enabling them to concentrate in that area for several
course credits.
Examples of such programs in
the past have been Professor
Hyland's "Skiing and Being"
programs. Professor Lerner's
program of Political Philosophy in
Berkeley,
California,
and
Professor Sloan's (AOgram on
Maritime History and Literature
at Mystic, Connecticut.
Because of the strain placed on
academic departments through the
loss of a professor from the regular
course offerings for the semesters,
few such programs have been
made available to the student
body. Pretina and Hyland hope to
avoid this difficulty by offering
their program in the summer.
'Pretina and Hyland estimate the
total cost of the program, subject
to changes in air fare and food
costs,, to be under $1500, This indudes
clud
tii
tuition,
rent, food, andd
transportation to and from France.
This program is being announced over a year in advance so
*at
t h t iinterested students may plan

intensive study programs in the
summer, and that is what the
present proposal seeks to do.
Professor Michael Pretina has
had a sustained association with
the Camargo Foundation, located
in Cassis, in Southern France.
During the academic year, the
Foundation, which includes a large
library, spacious living quarters
for 23 people and lovely grounds
Interested students should speak with v a
setting
on
the
to Professors Pretina or Hyland Mediterranean, is a gathering
early next fall.
place for scholars devoted to
The proposed- program, as ac- French studies. In the summer,
cepted by the Curriculum Com- however, there is space available
mittee, reads as follows:
at Camargo.
The Trinity College'Bulletin lists
Pretina requested that
as the first of the "Special .theProfessor
Foundation rent its quarters to
Curricular Opportunities" the Trinity
the summer. The
Intensive Study Program. Given Director for
and the Trustees of the
the very small number of such Foundation have accepted his
programs that have actually been request as well as the program we
offered, such an entry borders\on are presently proposing. If acr
false advertising. Yet, as the cepted by the Curriculum Comreport of the Committee on In- mittee, we would conduct this
depdedent Study of 1973-74, chaired program for six weeks during the
by Professor Howard DeLong, summer of 1977.
clearly indicated, the dearth of
such programs is not due to lack of
We would like to continue this
interest or willingness on the part
program
pn a yearly basis;
of either faculty or students.
however, this depends on the
A more likely explanation is that Foundation's plans for use of its
given the pressures on faculty size, space during the summer months
enrollments, and the inability ot_ and, moreover, on whether the
the administration to support program proves successful and
departments offering intensive mutually satisfactory to Trinity
study programs with faculty and the Foundation.
Our proposal is to have 18
replacements, few departments
students
come to France to study
h
f
f
d
t
ll
a
feel they can aafford to .-allow a jointly with
Professors Pretina and
professor to devote herself or Hyland various themes in French
himself to a single program for an studies. For the coming year we
entire semester, One sotatiw *o would study the following "units,"
this problem might
oner
ight be to of
V

whose close inter-relation" is intentional:
1) French Existentialism and
French Literature: we would
consider some of the philosophic
works of existential thinkers such
as Camus and Sartre, comparing
their' explicityly philosophic
positions with their own more
literary works as well as works of
other French writers influenced by
them. Works studied would include:
Sartre: Existentialism and
Human Emotion, The Transcendence of the Ego, selections
from Being and Nothingness, No
Exit, Nausea, The Wall. .
Camus: The Stranger, The
Plague, The Myth of Sisyphus.
Other authors to be considered
include Simone de Beauvoir and
Violette Le Due.
2) French Phenomenology and
French
Literature:
the
phenomenological works of
Maurice Merleau-Ponti would be
read in order to shed light on the
phenornenological character of
Proust's novel. Works studied
would include:
M e r 1e a u - P o n t i :
The
Phenomenology of perception, The
Visible and the Invisible.
Proust ^Remembrance of Things
Past.
3)
French
Educational
Philosophy: this would center upon
a study of certain works of
Rabelais, Montaigne and Rousseau
and their relation to the
educational process in which we
ourselves are participating.
We anticipate requiring a

minimum of two years of college French or its equivalent or
alternatively an .exhibition of some
level of language competence
before Professor; Pretina. Our
expectations will be that at.the
beginning of the program we would
Conduct at least some discussion in
English, but that we would move as
quickly as the sfudents were able
to a point where all discussions,
.academic or otherwise, would be
conducted in French.
This is obviously a large amount
of work for a six-week program
But the experience of Professor
Hyland on his intensive study
program in Vermont suggests that
the rather quiet setting of Cassis.
coupled with the intrinsic intensity
of such programs, which is indeed
acknowledged in the title, make it
a reasonable goal.
For the same reasons, we
propose to offer three course
credits for the program. Superficially, this may seem generous
for a::six week program, but (he
amount of intensity of'the work,
coupled with, the anticipated advance in language facility and
direct exposure to French culture,
seem to us to amply justify the
awarding of three, course credits.
Although we are1 not planning to
offer this program until summer of
1977. we are most anxious to announce it to the student body ;is soon
as possible, and in any case this
spring, so that those interested in
applying will have ample opportunity to choose their courses
and prepare their linguistic skills
accordingly.
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Zimbabwe of Rhodesia ?

Editorial
The Wrongs Of Spring
To repeat, more than a reflection of student government
.. inadequacy, the "Joke Night" fiasco is a reflection of student
body insensitivity.
Trinity College has discovered still another game, It is
called 'stretching the limits of acceptability.' The only rule —
respect for other people must be replaced by big laughs and
cheap thrills. So far MBOG, what with porno potential and
' 'Joke Night' to its discredit, reigns as the campus champion.
MBOG, as sponsor of "Joke Night" could be excused for the
idea. (They could have believed funny non-insult jokes would
be told.) They could also be excused for scheduling "Joke
Night" during TCB's Cultural Awareness Week. After all,
scheduling conflicts are fairly common. (Note TCB's own
scheduling of Julian Bond on the first night of Passover.)
MBOG, however, cannot be excused for sitting through an
evening of racist and sexist slurs without doing a thing to end
"the entertainment." '
At the beginning of the semester, The Tripod supported the
reorganization of MBOG, It was hoped that the cultural and
small activities committees would plan activities that were,
well, cultural-, small, and different in tone than the usual
MBOG blitzes, Obviously this has not happened. Instead we
are fed cultchah and shlock.
An organization that leaves its mark on Trinity by instituting joke nights and porno flicks is clearly misguided, It is
about time that MBOG members did something for the College
and resigned; for they have turned their own "Rites of Spring'.'
into Wrongs. As for the rest of student government, SGA
leaders must remember where they left their sense of
responsibility. There is not much difference between silence
and approval.
While the faculty and administration are correct in condemning student body silence, they must be reminded that
condemning a problem is a far cry from dealing with it. How
many members of the faculty and administration discuss
personal attitudes with students? Once an incident occurs it is
easy to hand slap. One thing about a hand slap, although it
stings fora while, it is easily forgotten. It does not attack roots.
The rest of us must ask ourselves a few questions: 'If I was
at "Joke Night," would I have laughed? Why? Would I have
tried to stop the "jokes?"'
And to think, Jim Shepard, one of MBOG's boy judges
blames it all on the first girl who stood up and told racist jokes.
Guess again, Jim.

Corrections
Additionally, Joke Night: Twisted Humor should have been
credited to Professor Schultz. Due to a printing error, this
Letter to the Editor was left unsigned in last week's TRIPOD.

Tripod
Editor-in-Chief
Meredith Adler
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Rhodesia is in a "crisis", 'violence
and bloodshed are imminent',
'Time is running out' — this is the
picture of an African country
distilled by the State Department,Moreover, the images painted in
the western press have equally
distorted the situation in Rhodesia.
The press focuses in on the 'little
man' (one of those creations of the
media), who doesn't like Smith,
doesn't
like
the . African
"terrorists", who just wants to be
left alone. All this adds up to a
highly mythical portrait, whereby
the revolution that's occuring in
Rhodesia is stripped of its political
and social content. It's as if to say
that the "crisis" in this country
was something new or accidental,
as if the majority of the populace
had no stake in the liberation
struggle, as if violence and
. bloodshed were matters of choice
and not a fact of everyday life,
Many
"humanitarians"
deploring the loss of life in
Rhodesia/ condemn the violence
and unwillingness to negotiate by
both parties: Smith and Nkomo.
The appeal is made that.at least if
there is disagreement, let it not
descend into brutality. As plausible
and moral as this posture may
seem, it still ignores the reality of
the plight of Black Africans who
are continually brutalized by the
racism of Smith's government. In
a country that is ruled by a
privileged white elite, who comprise no more than l/20th of the
population, violence, physical and
psychic, is endemic. The
Europeans own 500 acres to every
one by the Blacks. The concentration camps that dot the rural
communities, keep some 300,000
Africans in perpetual • prison-like
conditions. There are 10s of
thousands of political prisoners,

who are serving time for no other
offense than advocating that
Zimbabwe be free. These are just
some of the objective conditions of
the people in Zimbabwe; the
violence of Nkomo and other
revolutionaries is a matter of
necessity, not preference.
Certainly, it-is no use at all to
simply lament the plight of the
people in Zimbabwe, and succumb
to the politics of despair. Yet it is
incumbent upon all of us to expose
the fallacies and the supposed
"neutrality" of Kissinger. For, all
the time Kissinger 'stands clear' of
the revolution in Zimbabwe, and
all the while he urges graduality
and negotiation, he nevertheless
affirms the position of Ian Smith's
Government.
Simply
by
acknowledging Smith as a
legitimate partner in any
negotiation process, Kissinger has
presupposed the condition in
Zimbabwe that Africans have
fought against for years, And, to
feign
non-interference
in
Rhodesia's political turmoil, and
not to demand the immediate
dismantling of white minority-rule,
is to insure — even tacitly
legitimize — the maintenance of a
brutal and racist regime.
No, there is no question of the
future of Rhodesia. There is simply
the question of when and at what
price. Nor is.there likely to be a
peaceful settlement to the conflict,
or a consensus of opinion about the
proper road to government between Balck and White. For, as
Frantz Fanon wrote 15 years ago.
"The unemployed man, the
starving native do not lay claim to
the truth; they do not represent the
truth; for they are the truth."
From The Wretched
of the Earth.

The Bicentennial Blues
by Steve Usdin

The. TRIPOD regrets any inconvenience caused by the
placement error concerning the pictures of Mssrs. Davis and
Rudolph. In the first edition of last week's paper, these 2
pictures were inadvertantly switched. This error did not appear in our subscription run.

Managing Editor
Jeff Duf jpsne
News Editor"! , /,„ '">il ' if

In 1948, Edward Roux wrote a
book about the history of modern
South Africa, the history of centuries of atrocities levied on Black
Africans by the Europeans, and the
history of indigenous liberation
movements. Roux invoked the
West Indian Symbol of slavery and
oppression—the
Rope—in
describing the legacy of the
Europeans, in Southern Africa. He
had no doubt, 30 years ago, as to
the fate of South Africa; there is no
doubt today about the destiny of
the whole southern African subcontinent. South Africa will
become Azania, Rhodesia will
become Zimbabwe, and the rest of
the "tributary" states will become,
free. It is all a matter of struggle,
of dire necessity, and — as Roux
said many years ago — a matter of
time; "Time Longer Than Rope."
All this is not to say that
Rhodesia will be transformed into
Zimbabwe by an act of divine
providence. Nor will it be an
evolutionary process, full of
graduality, conciliation, and
negotiation. To assert that there is
anything at all to negotiate, or any
point of compromise to be reached
between Ian Smith and the leaders
of the liberation movements is to
misunderstand the whole history of
southern Africa. Henry Kissinger,
announcing his impending trip to
Africa, declared that the United
States supports the movement
towards majority rule, and to a
peaceful solution to the "crisis" in
Rhodesia today. jTime is running
out,' Kissinger worried; 'Time is
running out,' he shook a stern
finger at Smith.
Before Kissinger is lauded once
more as the emmissary of peace,
compromise and harmony, it is
well to examine the implications
buried within his language:
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Something has been bothering
me all along* about this Bicentennial business and last Saturday,
as I wandered around all the
festivities which were going on out
on the Quad, I began to get some
inkling of the source of my
discontent. There were a lot of nice
pieces of art at the crafts fair and
the people running around "with
fifes, drums and guns were
vaguely amusing and interesting in
a novel, quaint way. But I couldn't
help wondering about-the point of it
all Yes, I know its a reminder of
our glorious heritage which we
must all be thankful for. I don't,
argue against that. What I do
object to is all the energy and
money that is pumped into this
enormous birthday party whose
main purpose seems to be show
that things are not as bad as they
seem. That is the tragic mistake
because things are at least as bad
as they seem. There are a long list
of current problems that could be
examined in Urie proper Bicen-;
tennial spirit, but since the leaning'
seems to be historical, why not
deal with some historical issues
that are a part of our 'heritage? It
seems like there could be a lot of
constructive, introspective learning done within the realms of the
Bicentennial Celebration if we
would use relevant occurrences in
our past as points of; interest instead of the rattle of drums and the
explosion of muskets.
One possibility that immediately
springs to mind, and not out of
coincidence, is the Holocaust that
occurred during and before World
War II. This Tuesday is the day of
Remembrance for that event that
has become only a vague memory
for all too many people. The coldblooded slaughter of at least six
million people deserves to be
something more than a vague
memory. .
P
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of interest might be the

history of race relations and the
civil rights and black liberation
movement in this country. The
injustices of this country's racism
are a part of our heritage that
haunts .us a> we begin to have to
deal with some of its ramifications.
The blatant racism of the South
that caught the nation's attention
in the fifties and the sixties is inseparable from the current
. problems in Boston and even from
the insensitivity of the attitudes
that Were manifested here at Joke
Night. These are parts of our
heritage that we cannot afford to
ignore as we get caught up in the
Bicentennial Spirit. I do not mean
to imply that we should focus only
on the problems of our heritage;
the
more
pleasant
accomplishments deserve the same
amount of attention and
examination. But there is often
more to be learned from mistakes
than from successes. And the
points of interest should not only be
limited to those things which are
two hundred years old; we must
not forget all of the things in between that make up parts of. our
tradition and history,
There is a lot to "be learned by
looking at" and celebrating the
events of our first two hundred
years but to focus only on
novelties, festivities and little bits
of curiosities would be to waste an
opportunity for constructive
criticism and instropection that is
badly needed. Perhaps the essence
of the Bicentennial spirit that I am
looking for can be found in that
catch-word ' of
the
sixties—relevance.
Make
the
Bicentennial relevant by dealing
with historical and • cultural incidents that still are a part of our
society today. But then I guess that
that is asking too much in a place
like this. People are too concerned
with the events that are going on at
the country club to be concerned
with the happenings of the outside
world. Reality with all its sadness

and pain has no place beneath the
elms. It seems to be too much to
ask people to take a look around
them at some of the things that are
happening throughout the world
and to give enough of a damn to do
something about it. Or, for the
most part, to even think about it. So
we slip back into the oblivion of our
unreal existence and frolic behind
the walls of our own comfortable
vacuum. It is an easy Syndrome to
fall into and I do not exclude
myself from this selfish attitude,
But every so often I hear
something that shocks me back
into reality and I begin to wonder
about the legitimacy of an environment like Trinity's. And I
become bitter about people's at-,
titudes and existences. I
remember the Holocaust or Attica
or Selma. Or Boston or My Lai. Or
any number of other things that
qualify for that infamous list. And I
wonder about the people who live
their lives without ever being
touched in any way.by these things.
It scares me to think that it was the
same sort of apathy which gave
silent support to so many injustices, because people did not
care enough to act. Six million
people were slaughtered as a result
of that type of attitude and that is
something we should never forget,
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SGA Course Evaluations :
Hierarchial
System
From Bill Puka to the students,
As someone who has just received rave
evaluations of my teaching, I feel-moved to
offer a perspective on the form of and
consciousness reflected in the student
evaluations. Most students I have spoken
with at Trinity have been severely critical of
the system by which their work is graded.
Many feel that grading is insidious, and I
agree. Yet when you the students exercise
your power in helping each other choose
courses and influence the way courses are
taught and faculty hired, you adopt not only
the same grading system you abhor, but add
fourteen or so additional grades to go with it.
That is, you structure the form by which to
convey information along the lines of a
hierarchical rating system far more, extensive in scope than that used by the
faculty. This is an interesting fact.
What is the alternative? Ray Barglow
• taught a course last semester in which the
class was split between high and low grades
averaged out across the board at about a Blevel. What do these grades indicate? Did
Ray do B- level work? More, and' more
accurate information might have been
conveyed if it were noted that students
looking for such and such liked the course
for reasons A, B, and C, whereas others did
not like it for reasons X, Y, and Z. This is a
special case of" course, and a rather
moderate revision of the evaluation system
i.e. retaining only the often slanted comments made and selectively compiled
regarding a course.
A deeper problem stems from the fact that
the evaluation questionnaire favors certain
more traditional teaching over the offering
of new and experimental courses. Some
faculty feel that they are morally and
educationally obligated to provide the optimal setting in which students learn to be
learners, learn to accept the major share of
responsibility for learning and, most importantly, learn to teach and learn from

each other. Theories of education indicate
that ideal conditions for this sort of learning
are those in which there is some lack of
structure, some confusion and a good deal of
frustration. Most students at Trinity find
such conditions negative, and rate them as
such, This places many faculty in a
restricting conflict. They know that when
they take command of a class directly by
lecturing, or indirectly through the
traditional seminar format, they can often
insure dazzled or at least contented students
and high praises for themselves. Yet they
accomplish this reputation and jobperpetuating effect at a terrible ideological

Speakeasy // /
price. The SGA-evaluation criteria are not
appropriate for experimental courses. They
do not get at features of a good experiment.
Professors are not even given a pass/fail
option for "attempting such experiments or
for teaching in a manner which attempts to
maximize student self-determination.
It is not surprising that students have
fallen into an hierarchical grading mentality. The question is, do you wish to
acquiesce in such a mentality? Can you
think of no more imaginative and savory
alternative given that you have the power
and intelligence to do so and are even less
constrained than we, to "grade" as you
wish? I might be able to come up with an
alternative if I thought about it with others
for a time. But do you really need and want
it done for you?
Bill Puka

l feel t h a t student

jr
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Letter to the Editor,
.
I think the showing of The Night of the
Living bead this morning, was one of the
most hideous displays of poor taste I have
ever witnessed. It is appalling to me that
Vice President Smith vetoed the showing of
a sex-based x-rated movie, yet allowed this
portrayal of senseless brutality to attack our
college and our sensibilities.
.As Woody Allen once said, "Sex without
love is an empty experience, but as empty
experiences go, it's one of the best." The
Night of the Living Dead was also an empty
experience, one of the worst. It was simply
distasteful.
'.
Sincerely
Jon H. Zonderman

Power Mowers
To the Editor:
I am writing to bring to the attention of the
Trinity community a situation that I feel is
truly dangerous, and exists on the campus.
Federal statute presently requires that all
Power lawn mowers have attached to their
chute a safety device designed to keep such
things as rocks, glass, metal, bones, and
wire from hitting an innocent victim. Last
week a B&G crew was moving Trin's extensive greenery during the hours in which
students and faculty walk to and from class.

* a n d faculty arejixposed
to danger in that there are hundreds of
reported cases where power mowers
without safety devices have seriously
maimed and fatally injured unfortunate
victims. The expense of such safety devices
would be very minimal and might save the
college an expensive lawsuit, and more
importantly, human life.
-• . ". Sincerely yours,
PatHeffernan

HospitalEve

Passover
To the Editor:
rwould like to thank SAGA, on the behalf
of Trinity Hillel Society, for all their help in
setting up a meal plan for Passover for those
Jewish students who observed the holiday.
Also, the attitude of all the, other Trinity
students was exemplary. In these dark
times of trouble in our large cities, these are
indeed good signs to see such cooperation.
Thanks again to all who helped out to make
an enjoyable Passover.
Marty Kanoff
President, Trinity Hillel

New Heights
Dear Editor,
President Lockwood has offered many
wonderful slide lectures on the many
wonderful trips to the many wonderful
places he has gone throughout his
presidency. The trek to the Himalayas must
have been fascinating. It is not often you get
to scale a 15,000 ft. peak and watch your 25
sherpas carry your luggage up after you.
Tibet is a grand place to view the Sino-Soviet
split, I've heard. And, let's not forget about,
the trip to South America. It's (po bad you
didn't go a few years earlier; you could have
watched the coup in Chile from the peaks of
Patagonia. These trips have been grand, I
admit. Yet I would like to say that there has
been a glaring omission from the
presidential itinerary. Indeed, there has
been such a unique marriage of fun-loving
vacationing and political consciousness in
your previous journeys, I'm sure you will
continue this tradition. The next trip just has
to be to South Africa. The climate is nice, the
people friendly, and Vorster keeps theBantustans very tidy. There has been talk
about racism and brutality but this is
blatant propaganda which the Whiteminority government has categorically
denied. Then, perhaps, you could go to South
Korea . : .
, *; .. ;
Sincerely,
A comradeand admirer

Tonne Replies
. Open Letter to Dr. William Mace,
Chairman, Psychology Department.
Dear Dr. Mace,
Who the hell are Scylla arid Charybdis?
Some OPEC shahs come vaguely into mind
but I'm not really sure,
•
Very sincerely yours,
'•.*..:••
Charles E. Tonne

To the Editor:
,
Recently I had the experience of spending
a night at Hartfdrd Hospital. While there, I
was terribly impressed by the cohesion,
compassion and dedication I found there,
among all the staff I met;
From the interns and residents who
substitute order for chaos, to the nurses, day
and night, who tend to and clean up after
old, dying patients who cannot say "thankyou", to the orderly who was moonlighting
at the hospital, working a full day-time shift
as a policeman, and remaining cheerful
throughout; all up and down the line, these
people provided evidence that behind all the
violence and brutality that we see every
night on our nightly news, there are people
who really do care about other people.
Louis Meyers '78

Election Turnout
To the Editor:
In looking over the sample ballot for the
upcoming elections, I was quite disheartened to see so small a turnout for the
Student Government Association Budget
Committee. When on£ * realizes that this
Committee is one of the, if not the most
powerful student committee on campus (it
virtually has "life and death" control over •.
all 33 student organizations) this fact is
really quite surprising. I urge any and all of you who enjoy working with money (and
we've got a lot of it—$130,000) and people, to
wage a write-in campaign; Simply tell 15 of
your friends to "write" your name in on the
ballot, and you're probably all set. So, get
out and run—it'll be good for you!
Jim Essey
Chairman, SGABC

Ad Hoc Players
To the Editor:
Tomorrow and Thursday the Trinity Ad
Hoc Players will present, in Garmany Hall,
"Nothing Sacred, Nothing Gained", a
comedy review. The show, consisting of
skits and songs, was conceived and written
by four students at Trinity. Despite this
obvious drawback (or possibly because of
it), we hope the Trinity community will
attend.
,
j
The show pokes fun at Trinity life: the socalled food we eat, the alleged .people
around us, and the world at large. With
tongue firmly in cheek, the ten players ride
roughshod over that which is sacred, and not
so sacred. All in all, you're in for a unique
evening. See you there: April 23rd and.24th,
Garmany Hall, 8:15.
The Trinity Ad Hoc Players

TRIPOD ELECTIONS
SUNDAY, MAY 2 - 4 P.M.
ALL POSITIONS OPEN
Nominations Must Be Submitted To
The Tripod, c/o Box 1310
By Thursday, April 29, 12 Noon.
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Commentary

Vicious Cycles; Racism,
Sexism and R estricted Worlds
by Rick Hornung
The overwhelming majority of
the Trinity student body has failed
to confront its own problems. The
racist and sexist practices of
Mather Hall Board of Governors
had to be stopped by the Administration. Instead of attempting to prevent Trinity's
continued exploitation of women
and black people, students
gleefully participated. The issues
of pornography and joke night can
not be divorced; for, they are both
a product of Trinity's willingness
to suppress any alternative to the
existing order. In this light, joke
night and the x-rated film are two
more events in the systematic
assault on such alternatives.
To understand this assault
means an examination of what
Trinity stands for. At first, Trinity
demands a high admission price.
The majority of students come
from expensive prep schools or
large suburban high schools. In
both cases, black people are
peripheral. The price of living in
the suburbs, going to prep school,
and paying tuition at Trinity
guarantees the exclusion of blacks.
Though black people might be
present in all of these situations,
the price makes sure that there
will never be too many. Thus, the
fundamental economic relationship of the college - i.e., students
paying tuition -- is an instrument of
exclusion.
Unfortunately, one cannot stop
payment oi' fuition and hope that
the problem will disappear. The
matter is not that simple. The high
tuition price is a tool for keeping
blacks away; it is the primary
strategy of an order that wishes to
maintain itself. The price, of
enrollment represents what this
ruling order desires -- specifically,
students who have existed in a
similar environment all their lives
and will not question the meaning
of this environment. By not
questioning the nature and outlook
of a community created by a high
admissions price, students will
receive from the administration
the power to determine their own
social activities. The ruling order
will let the idiots entertain
themselves. And the idiots do. This
brings us to the second point:
students who will not question the
limits of their position will reflect
the values that the order wants
them to. Racist jokes and sexist
movies are no accident; they are
just the acculturation of Trinity's
behavior as an institution. By
grounding itself on economic
relationship that is exclusive, the
institution -- in all forms of
behavior - displays its nature.
Racism and sexism are not new to
Trinity; the Admissions policy can
attest to that. The fact that there is
only one tenured woman serves as
another example. The meager
commitment
to
non-white
programs shows "what the institution considers important. It
must be understood that such
policies are not the result of a few
senile old men. They are made by
squash-playing executives. The
offices of justice, President, and
Vice President of a college seem to
be comfortable pipe-smoking jobs.
The reality is that these positions
control millions of dollars as well
as the lives of students.
In between squash games, the
executives make sure that students
stay in line. They increase tuition;
they create committees; they even
discipline a few rowdies. As long as
students continue to accept the
quiet way of exclusion, they will
not interfere, A college President's
-job is quiet as long as students are
. not laud. The tacit system of social

• .'<'.„ ,fi

control can go on only if students
are good boys and girls.,
When a joke night or an attempt
to screen pornography comes
about, the Administration has to
act. The students do not get
disciplined for being the racists
and sexists they are, but for being
stupid enough to show people what
really goes on. The reason the
administration intervenes is that
racist jokes and pornography could
blow the cover off of their system
of racial and sexual exploitation.
Allowing blantant racist and sexist
entertainment on campus makes
Trinity a home of racism and
sexism -- not a liberal arts college.
The purpose of a liberal arts
college appears to be the fur-

thering of ideas at the expense of
others. This is accepted as long as
the label liberal arts college is
used, but once that label gets
threatened the Administration acts
with severity.
To show how the Administration
protects the label, one looks at the
College action in disciplining
students. The Marine protesters in a serious effort to change a
College policy - were censured.
The perpetrators of violence and
destruction of property are admonished. In terms of threatening
the college, the difference between
the two acts are clear. Racist and
sexist entertainment demands
severe discipline, but the system
that breed such social diseases

remains intact. Justice and
disciplinary procedure becomes an
excuse for protecting Trinity's
label. '
The disciplining of those involved in the planning of joke night,
and banning of pornography show
Trinity students how racist and
sexist they are. Unfortunately, it
gives the Administration another
incident to use in its assault on
alternatives. Again, students have
let the system take^care of itself. A
few people get scolded, but Trinity
remains the same. Racism and
sexism are covered up and allowed
in quiet forms.
Life at Trinity moves in the same
circles. White men stake out their

territory and guard it with the
power of the athletic center, rich
fraternities, room selection,
scheduling of social events, and the
Administration. Even when a
small group of students set up their
own turf and life-style, the Trinity
ruling order activates its instruments of control. As the world
around this College becomes increasingly non-white, this order
tightens its grasp on what it considers theirs -- women, formal
parties, fraternal organizations,
and the chance to live in a
protected environment that only a
few people can afford.
The same circles begin again,
letting racism and sexism continue.

Reassessing Hubert Humphrey
by Steve Titus
A lot of people don't like Hubert
Humphrey. Many have seen and
heard him on television, listened to
him ramble on endlessly about
such important subjects as his
grandmother, his wife Muriel, the
beauty of America, and just about,
everything else one could imagine;
and they have decided that Hubert
Humphrey is one of the biggest
turkeys in politics. Yet it is
becoming increasingly more clear
that this windbag has a good
chance of becoming the next
President.
If he is nominated it will be
because of his apparent ability to
unite the various elements of the
divisive Democratic party. Most of
the current discussion about
Humphrey is concerned with
whether he can or will be
nominated and elected, Yet it is
just as important to consider what
kind of President he would be.
The first source of skepticism
about Humphrey should be his
record as a staunch supporter of
the Vietnam war. To his credit,
however, he now acknowledges
that the war was a mistake. He told
Bill Boyers on television that he
"would rather be called stupid or
wrong than to be called a
hypocrite," and admitted that he
was wrong to have supported
Johnson's Vietnam policies,
although he strongly suggested he
had no, choice .but to go along. He
believes he has learned from his
mistakes. He sees the failure of
American policy as primarily a
failure to understand the history
and culture of the Southeast Asian
people. While this is certainly true,
Humphrey doesn't seem to be
aware that the atmosphere of
cynicism and distrust in government to which the Vietnam war
contributed has more to do with the
lies and deception of the Johnson
and Nixon administrations than,
with a failure by our leaders to
understand Vietnamese culture.
Humphrey says with a straight
face that Lyndon Johnson was
dedicated to achieving peace in
Vietnam.- Fortunately for Humphrey, a Newsweek poll showed
that only 2% of the American
people are concerned about his war
record.
The most disturbing thing about
Humphrey is his sincere belief that
government is by definition
benevolent. He also seems to think
that the only reason the U.S.
Government isn't benevolent right
now is that Republicans are in
control of it. "Republicans are
lousy managers," he 'declares.

What is needed, therefore, is a
paternalistic state^run by the Good
Guys. Once the corrupting influence of Republican leadership is
eliminated, nature can be allowed
to run its course: since government is inherently good, lots of
federal agencies can be set up,
each one dedicated to serving the
people. A Senate colleague
remarked recently that Humphrey
"really does think that when you
pass. the legislation and cut the
ribbon in front of the new Federal
office, the job is done."
The assumptions of Humphrey
and his liberal, friends have come
under attack recently, from all
sides of the political spectrum.
Some, citing the ineffectiveness of
many welHntentioned government
programs, have questioned the
desirability of paternalistic
policies. "All government bothers

my conscience," says California's merely illusory forms of "racism."
Humphrey's love of government
popular Democratic governor,
Jerry Brown. Others, pointing to apparently flowered early in his
Federal regulatory agencies which life. While accompanying a boy
are controlled by the industries scout troop to Washington, D.C. in
they "are supposed to regulate and 1935, he found himself "thrilled to
the loophole-ridden tax system the fingertips" by all the Federal
which allows the middle and lower- office buildings and energetic
middle classes to pay a larger bureaucrats. "Oh, gosh," he wrote
share of their income than do the home to Muriel, "I hope my dream
wealthy, challenge the very comes true."
legitimacy of the Government
itself. The questions being raised
What Humphrey proposes,
are relevant to discussion of most essentially, is a return to the Great
of the issues of the Presidential Society before its momentum was
campaign: unemployment, health shattered by the "twin tragedies"
care, defense spending, energy of Vietnam and Richard Nixon.
policy, the distribution of wealth, The choice in November would.
equal opportunity, economic therefore be between a Reacplanning, to name a few. They are tionary (Humphrey) and a Conimportant questions, in many servative (Ford); the predominant
cases motivated by rational opinion expressed by the American
analysis and intelligent thinking.
Yet Humphrey dismisses them as people in such an election would
most likely be "Who cares?".

Trinity In Action
by C.P. Stewart
Anyone who was around this past
weekend was probably aware of a
large number of people touring the
college. Now, these "were not ordinary prospective adult candidates for enrollment, but, rather,
they were graduates or wives or
friejids of the college wishing to see
how Trinity had grown or
progressed. Many were not to be
disappointed thanks to the efforts
of "Trinity in Action" which made
Trinity look as busy and industrious as ever.
Exhibit #2 (two) started %off aa~
the first earful of visitors drove up
-4o the clock tower. As it did so, ten
streakers in sneakers flew out
i from the shadows, ran arpund the
car and back through the arch to
the quad. It was then that the
visitors knew they were at home.
Unfortunately the group had
missed the first event which was
Dr. Lockwood washing his VW bus
outside his house in preparation for
the trek to the base of Sundown
Mountain which he would scale on
Sunday. More on him later.
After viewing the streakers and
taking in all the sights, the groups
climbed out of their cars to hit the
Long Walk. And if there's anything
that will make graduates tearyeyed it's a "good trip down the
familiar path. The guests were
overcome with fits of laughter,
though, as students happily
bombarded them with water

balloons, beer bottles, broken scientious than they used to be.
alarm clocks and dead geraniums. When a large number refused to
"Isn't this wonderful how the cooperate, they were bribed by the
college is still the same," one guest librarian, who cancelled overdue
shrieked. I feel like taking off all fines, to get. them to leave.)
my clothes and running around the
Brownell statue just like we used to
After the library visit, they
do."
stopped by Dean Spencer's office
to watch him demonstrate rape
Meanwhile, out.on the quad were prevention on his secretary
all sorts of staged; events. Two (touchy, touchy). Other events
teams were playing Softball, but included observing all pinball
there was less softball than machines in operation, a trip to
arguing; a freshman, was swinging ABC pizza, obscene phone calls
-wildly on the flagpole and banging from the registrar saying things
his.head on the cleat each time he like you won't graduate until you
was completely wrapped around; have paid for the athletic supporter
students were huddled together you lost sophomore year, and an
passing cigarettes along; and Mr. extra special viewing of a security Garafolo was chasing a hairy guard making out parking tickets
fellow who had stolen three while a bird overhead had target
backgammon boards and a jade practice on his head (true, true, all
true).
plant from a room in Jarvis.
"It's so nice the way Mr.
Garafolo hasn't changed a bit,"
"Trinity in Action" was finally
commented one. "Why, I concluded with a talk by Dr. Lockremember him helling at me for wood. The subject was "Top Dollar
pulling the fire alarm one day. The Value at Trinity" in which he
funny thing was, there actually suggested doling out S&H Green
was a fire. I never could explain Stamps for each course completed.
why-he got so mad at me."
The visitors then headed for the Afterwards the hat was passed
Cave, and on the way they stopped .around, and, I understand, that
at the library which was com- with the money received. Rick
pletely empty - just as they Hornung, together with a group of
remembered it. (This took a lot of landscapers, is going to spend his
effort on the part of Trinity in summer vacation re-sodding the
Action coordinators. The news is quad in readiness for the new
that students are more con- school year.
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Arts and Criticism
Fortune And Men's Eyes

Towards The Illegal
Anyone with an inclination
towards the illegal will walk out of
John Herbert's Fortune and Men's
Eyes totally reformed. The play
depicts prison life with frightening
reality, emphasising the violent
and dehumanizing aspects of this
environment. Each of the four
inmates adapt in their own way to
the hostile atmosphere surrounding them, either by struggling for
power in the prison hierarchy or
- submitting to those who have it.
The effects of this atmosphere are
best shown in the transformation of
Smitty, a first-time offender. At
the beginning, he is passive, easily
intimidated by an "old-timer" who
offers protection and assistance.
As the play progresses, Smitty's
hostility surfaces as he asserts
himself against the domination

both his fellow inmates and the
prison authority.
The great amount of confrontation in Fortune interests
director Timothy Angle. "There is
a lot of violence and homosexuality
in this play. One of the challenges
of directing it is getting the actors
to explore their feelings in these
areas. College students tend to
keep a tight rein on these feelings,"
Timothy was also impressed by
Herbert's script, which he
describes as "powerful."
Fortune and Men's Eyes will be
performed Saturday night, May 1,
following The Lovers. Jim Pratzon
plays Smitty, with Richard
Secunda, Jim Abrams, and Rob art
Rovezzi as the other inmates, and
Rusty Hicks as the guard

Left to right: Jim Abrams, Richard Secunda, Jim Pratzon, and Robert Rovezzi.

The Lover

How To Maintain A Marriage
How does a married couple couple develop a bizarre game
resolve their need to establish involving
role-playing
and
relationships with others yet imaginary affairs to satisfy their
maintain theirmarriage? Harold changing needs and desires. In this
Pinter poses an interesting solution way, they resolve their sexual
to this problem in his play The needs while containing them in a
Lover.
socially-approved context.
Sarah and Richard, a married
Director Susan Ellman was

r

attracted to this play by the constantly shifting character roles.
"This play is basically about two
people who respond to each others
changing needs by becoming
different people." She also feels
that this play makes a statement
about the power of people to define
their own personalities.
Anne Newhall and Steven Triggs
play the couple, with Rick Hornung
as John. The Lover will be
presented Saturday night, May 1,
at 8:15.

The Kramer

Losing The
Freedom
To Choose

Steve Triggs and Anne Newhall

Top: Rusty Hicks and Jim Pratzon; below: Robert
Rovezzi.

The business world and the 'upon his subjects' weaknesses, to
gain their trust, he orchestrates
characters behind the desks form
their lives with a callous inthe basis of Mark'Mendoff's play
The Kramer. This setting in- difference towards the effects of
his actions.
terested director James Furlong ,
James sees this as a modern day
who describes the play's atmosphere as "slick, totally dif- morality play. "It's basically
about people making choices which ferent from college life." The main
are materialistic aad immoral,
character, Kramer, accepts a job
and how, once made, they tend to
as director of admissions at a
snowball." Gradually the people
business school. He immediately
plots not only hjs future, but those who come in contact with Kramer
of the people around him, surrender control of their lives and
their freedom to choose between,
especially his secretary, Art Malin
. and a student, Judy Uichi. Playing right and wrong. The danger

inherent in this loss of control
becomes clear as the play
progresses.
The part of Kramer is played by
Peter Phinney, with John Lebeaux
and Tucker Ewing as Art and Carol
May Malin. Margi Sutro is Judi
Uichi, and Dodd Latimer, her
husband, Toshi. Margy Campbell
plays Ellie Perry, and Lou Benjamin, Bowers. The Kramer will
be presented Friday night, April
30, following the performance of
The Effect of Gamma Rays on
Man-in-the-Moon Marigolds.

The Effect of Gamma' Ka§s

Breaking Out From The Band
outside of their home and family.
The Effect of Gamma Rays on Ruth, both are affected by the The only positive character in the
Man-in-the Moon Marigolds, a two- hostile atmosphere which per- play-Tillie-is the one.who has a life
act play by Paul Zindel, deals with meates their home. Ruth, though outside of the house'-"-Beatrice,
on
e woman's struggle to break out superficially tough and cocky, withdrawn into her own reality,
ot the empty, half-life • she has suffers from intense nightmares now hates the world; Tillie on the
created for herself. Beatrice, a and nervous epilepsy. Tillie, in other hand, .discovers at the play's
•middle-aged divorce, finds herself order to escape the tensions of her end the beauty of life.
tapped in a banal existence from homelife, pours her energy into her
The Effect of Gamma Rays on
which there is no hope of escape. science project. It is through her
frustrated and unable to cope with study of science that Tillie Main4n-the-Moon Marigolds will
we outside world, she vents her develops a positive attitude be presented Friday night, April
hostilities by making sick jokes. towards humanity and see its 30, the first in a series of Senior
Repertory plays. The cast includes
.
Her two daughters, a senile potential for good.
Judy Delgiudice as Beatrice,
Director
Susan
Egbert
sees
hoarder, and even the pet rabbit
become targets for her hatred of Marigolds as a statement on the Eileen Condon as Tillie, Mary.
position of women in society today. Wells as Ruth, Mona Daleo as
the world.
x
Janice, and June Cowan as Nanny.
The two daughters, Tillie and "'Women must have interests

Steve Triggs and Anne Newhall
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Ad Hoc Players:

Preview
by Bruce Kinmouth
Last Saturday I was honored
with a sneak preview of the
comedy show which will be
presented this Wednesday and
Thursday at 8:15 p.m. in Gartnany
Hall. The show, which lasts
roughly one hour, was written by
four Trinity students, and is being
performed by a group of ten
students.
Several skits comprise the
majority of the program, as well as
many songs. The tunes will no
doubt be familiar, but the words
may come as a surprise (or
possibly as a shock) to many.
The
subject matter of all the1 skits and
songs is our own beloved institution
and its inhabitants. During the
course of the performance you will
undoubtably recognize a "vague

resemblance" to a certain
professor you may have had, or to
a group of students you may know.
One drawback might be that you
may also see a tongue-in-cheek
representation of yourself, but of
course the opportunity to laugh at
others will far outweigh the
possibility of someone laughing at
you.
,
The topics covered range from
commentaries on the different
majors to Saga food to venereal
disease (a possible connection with
those last two?). All in all, the topic
variation is wide and you're, bound
to find something that'strikes you
as funny, so try and be there.
Remember, finals are coming up,
and this could be your last chance
to have a good laugh before you see
your grades.

Hartford Ballet
The Trinity Ad Hoc Players: (L. to R.): Joli Miller, Nancy Barber, Dan Kehoe, Laurie
Gravel, Andy Friedman, Matthew Quigley, Pete Van Syckle, Malry Desmond.
Wednesday & Thursday, Garmany,~8:15 p.m.
I

Madore
The armpits of art-idiots could
lead to geometrical diagrams
illustrating the hanging fruit.
These phrases of hanging fruit are
' whistling the sad lamentations of
the Munich Apostles,.He .is snatching fibers from the psychopath
and serious flies are copulating
high mountains with no base. He is
1879 and his friend Haller complaining about his mother's, rather
tedious, murders. There are
Maidens in the Fruit Trees and the
German Republic
is disintegrating into various games of
musical chairs. There are too
many translations. A "tricky use of
the...language," Finally opening
the door which reveals the city of
Bern which has lost its desks. His
picture-poems are twelve fishes.
Becoming.
"At one point...he noticed that
Klee was removing fleas from the
beast with extremely deft fingers
and squashing them against the
corner of the table with a sharp
flick of his nail."
- A sharper flick of the nail could
lead to the mental space of St.
Augustine. The riddle to the world
is the word enmeshed in the picture
plane. The attenuated line is rising
from the broken village to the
backside of a burning nun. There
are pistons and large machines
dotting the coast of the Bretons.
The writer is his close friend and
the violin could be plotting. He
abuses the therapist's TAT cards.
His hand comes from dying lamias
and the castle could "turret"' itself
out of existence. A pocket proves to
be serious, the key is possible.
"...the conflict between fragile
pines and fanatic moons" could be
either mechanical or violating.
Object inconstancy, The Menacing
Head that evokes two fingers and
two priests missing, a pursuing
and a burning cross. tF could lead
us to the burning nun, it could be a
wire. The Arrival of the Ballad
Singers corresponds with St. Vitus
and the terror of involuntary
gestures. A Perspective of a Room
with Inmates is erasing the line
separating the subject from the
object. There is hope but a hope
pointing beyond the instrument,
the hope of signifiers cut from their
bases, from the bicycle wheel. The
poses of the Hanging Fruit are
arguments and the last paragraphs
of prose poems. The space is

Poetry
Michael Johnson and
Robert Pur cell have
rescheduled
their
poetry reading to this
Wednesday at 10:30 at
Zip's Bar.

Paul Klee
always nervous. One of the objects
has landed in the gargoyle's left
eye, the case of the polymorphic
jewel. The Assyrian Game has led
us to the feet of the Hysterical
Emperor who has burned his dice.
The box is oblong and then disappearing. What will the table say
now? His answer comes in the
matchbook. The early morning
was a rear "ride." They are not
making it. The kiss is his last. The
stairsteps are too angular. The
prose is beneath the ball. Searching his clothing. The music could
not help the trees and their fits of
lycanthropy. Cutting the lip. The
nude young boy. A real source. Not
being there was helpful. He got
away. The paper was a stage and
the mutations were pasting patterns together, samples of colour
and this proved to be the role. The
poem was a body of water and the
dock slipping into the fish as they
prolonged their campaign. The
Uncomposed Objects in Space
were really demonstrating the
thesis of 17 (IRR) (Note:
IRR-lost, mad). IRR has killed
the mechanical bird. IRR has
undone the actors. IRR has split
the month. IRR has escaped with
the carpets. IRR sings the ancient
song. IRR returns the nude young
boy. The IRR of father is too
terrifying. It is really IRR who is
inside him. He is inside the
forehead which is straining. IRR is
inside his left side, it is the drawing
that should be completed. IRR
leads us to Seven O'clock above the
Roofs. Edges. The Botanical
Theatre is IRR and IRR weaving
again. They all conjoin. IRR is
dragging the pencil behind the
fluid train and the case is accusative. The real verb is to lose.
Lost with IRR's pebbles and
smiles. Melmouth's laugh that is a
ruin. Running. IRR re-arranges
the Signs in the Field. IRR is the
Unstable Signpost. IRR is
responsible for the Traits on Blue.
The large paper is in the pocket
and the nude young boy is aiming
for the insect and the King who are
nearing the moon and the scents
are composing the prose-picture."
The case is closing and the wheels
are too Many. Many voices are
composing and the real people are

no longer alive. The train stations
are bustling and this makes it all
rather Sad. The rats are
surrounding the mystical cities of
Lyons and Dresden. The rats are
really mirrors that crack every
third year and no one is responsible. There is no responsibility,
behind or befbre prose. Prose could
come the top side of the picture or
it could be the dragon who is really
the mirror. AH animals and
mutations come from mirrors. The
Maiden in the Fruit Tree is the
consequence of a mirror. Who are
these Mirrors? IRR is the Mirror
and yet we cannot "find" IRR. IRR
has led the children and lamias to
the castle which no longer exists.
He could excuse his repetitions and
turnings but there is no one ajive
and this is not because of history.
There is no "is" but only "was."
He was a painter-composer. He
was alive. He was in Italy. He
enjoyed watching Haller take off
his clothing and run into the surf.
He was in the Cathedral. He was in
the confessional booth. He was a
violinist. He was a father. He was
part of a design. He was confiscated. He was scattered. He was
nervous. He was listening. He was
rushing. He was exploring the
length of the cat's eyes. He was the
Hanging Fruit. He was the pen
dislodged in the gray mud of the
Gray Monk. He was inconstant. He
was Splitting. He was in the
"uncanny town with the high'
suspension bridges." He was
remembering the calves of a
pageboy. He was on a bridge of the
Tiber. He was trying to understand
the emperors who swaggered up
the mountains withiout any bases.
He was using the coloured pencil
(
and the play is intertwining. He
was inside the bookshop. He was a
"magic square." He was a black
cat. He was one element of the
surface. He was one of 'yawlensky's variations." He was the wind
that picked up the ends of the
gowns hanging over the emaciated
statues of the Munich Apostles. He
was sometimes deaf and mute and
other times a complete bite. He
was the decollete. He was walking
through the last door. The big sleep
of prose-pictures. The frame is
returning.

The Hartford Ballet returns • cost underwritten by a grant from
home from a national tour for the National Endowment for the
performances May 8 at 8 p.m. and Arts. The ballet is a. humorous
May 9 at3:30 p.m., the final-event diversion in which .eight dancers
in the Dance at the Bushnell Series. search for the proper partner;
On tour, the company performed in music is a pastiche of string
50 cities in 17 states and Canada. sonatas by Rossini.
The Bushnell program includes
The program will also include
two Hartford premieres by two ballets from the Hartford
Michael Uthoff--" Aves Mirabiles" Ballet repretory, "Leggieros" and
and "Pfimavera." Lukas Foss' "Cantata."
Lotte
Goslar
"Phorion"
from
"Baroque choreographed "Leggieros" to
Variations" provides the music for Beethoven's "Diabeli Variations"
"Aves
Mirabiles."
Uthoff, in 1975. Thirteen dancers perform
originally choreographed the work a series of vignettes satirizing the
for the Jacob's Pillow Dance fads and excesses of the 19th
Festival. It was danced by Melissa century. "Cantata" was created in
Hayden and Peter Martins, 1974 by Michael Uthoff to music by
principals of the New York City Alberto Ginastera.
Ballet, and has been re-set for Lisa
The May 9 Mother's Day perBradley and Clover Mathis. .
formance will offer a free glass of
"Primavera" • was
com- champagne and white carnation
missioned and first performed by for mothers. Ticket information is
the Minnesota Dance Theatre, the available at 246-6807.

Writer's Conference
HARTFORD
Eighteen Clavin Fisher, and William
workshops and two panel MacKellar; non-fiction by James
discussions on writing are Healion, Joseph Steinberg, and
scheduled at Hartford College for Joseph Tracey. Special interest
Women, Sat., May 8. The',all-day fields by George Earley, UFOs and
conference sponsored by the strange monsters;
Stephen
Connecticut Writers League opens Rechner, effective publicity;
with coffee and registration at 8:30 Nancy Considinc, bookbuying
a.m.
public; Maryland Lincoln'and A.
Novelist-Editor
George E. Callan, small press publishing;
Malcolm-Smith will welcome the George Malcolm-Smith and/ Bob
conference members in the Harrington, humor writing.
opening, session, "An Editor's
Registration fee of $10 entitles
Nightmare." The afternoon will be writer to choice of two workshops,
highlighted by a panel of authors panel discussions,, tickets to lundiscussing writing and publishing cheon and reception. Forms are
books< The panel moderated by available at public libraries and
conference chairman Eugene
book stores. For other inBelisle features trade book author select
formation
677-07/10 or write
Joseph Steinberg, youth writer Conference,callP.O.
Box 78, FarWilliam MacKellar, feminist
author Janice Law Trecker, and mington, Ct, 06032.^ , •,. •
historical writer Antonia VanLoon.
Workshops on poetry are led by
Joan Shapiro, Joseph Tierney, and
Robert Casey; faction writing by
FREE CATALOG!
Oliver Butterworth, A. E. Callan,

RESEARCH

Correction
The TRIPOD wishes to
apologize for the omission
of the by-line for the article, Connecticut Black
Artist's Workshop. Ensemble Shines In Concert,
in last week's issue. The
author is Keith Roach.

Write or call for your copy of oilr
latest catalog of over 5,000 research studies. These studies are
designed to HELP YOU IN THE
PREPARATION of.

• Research Papers
• Essays
• Case Studies
• Speeches
• Book Reviews
WE ALSO DO CUSTOM WRITING

MINUTE RESEARCH
1360 N. Sandburg. mfiO?
Chicago. Illinois 60610
312-337-2704

ouse

TRINITY
REVIEW:
Watch For It!

114 New Britain Avenue

ANNIVERSARY IN STORE
SPECIAL
15% Off Any Large Or Medium Pizza
10% Off Any Small Pizza
527-9088
Dependable student with pickup truck offers cheap moving
service, local and out of town. Call Jay 247-5533 or 246-0076, or
write Box 1782.
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Art Announcements
Strike Settles
The Horace Bushnell Memorial
Hall and Local 84 of the International Alliance of Theatrical
Stage Employees AFL-CIO announced today that agreement was
reached on a new three-year
contract covering stagehand
employees at the Hall. The contract is effective immediately and
will remain in effect until July 1 of
1978. The agreement is subject to
ratification both by the Union and
by Bushnell, with union stagehands
returning to work at the hall on
Mon., April 26 in time to work the
performance of the Houston
Symphony scheduled for that
evening.
Leverett Wright, Managing
Director of the Bushnell, and
Michael Sullivan, Union business
agent, both expressed pleasure at
the fact that the agreement had
been reached and the long months
of arduous negotiations had finally
come to an end. Spokesmen for
both sides said that they expected
that normal work routines would
begin on Monday and that a new

Delia Reese

and harmonious relationship had
developed between the parties.
A particularly difficult part of
the negotiations having to do with
past practices of the employees of
the Bushnell was resolved by
agreeing that disputes in connection with such practices would
be submitted to Joseph V. Cronin, a
Trustee of Bushnell Memorial Hall
for final and binding arbitration.
Mr. Cronin, a former Mayor of
Hartford and Union business
representative made a substantial
contribution to the settlement of
the contract and was praised for
his efforts by Mr. Wright of the
Bushnell and by Mr. Sullivan of the
stagehands union.
Appleton Seaverns, President of
the Board of Trustees, expressed
the pleasure of the Trustees as a
group in having the contract settled and in haying the Bushnell
able to return to its traditional role
as the foremost presenter of the
performing arts in the Hartford
area.

Real Art Ways
Violist Linda Sanders will be
giving a concert of "new and
recent" music at the REAL ART
WAYS on Saturday, May 1st at 8:30
p.m. Works will include Christian
Wolff's Tilbury (written for any
instrument); Tom Johnson's
Verses for Viola (which was given
its first performance by Ms.
Sanders in March); the first
performance of Gregory Sandow's
Licks for Viola (written for Linda
Sanders); Variation IV by John
Cage (for any number of performers, any activities); the first

Delia Reese, one of America's
favorite vocalists, comes to
Hartford on Saturday, May 1 to
appear with the Hartford Symphony "Pops" Orchestra at the
Bushnell Memorial at 8:15 p.m.
Miss Reese, who appears this
week in Chicago and in California,
is also known for her several
dramatic roles on television shows,
including "The Rookies," "McCloud" and "Medical Center," and
for appearances on the major tv
talk shows.
She began her singing career at
age 13, when Mahalia Jackson
hired her to sing with a gospel
group, and while a student at
Wayne University, Miss Reese
formed her own gospel group,
"The Meditation Singers". Later"
she joined the Erskin Hawkins
Orchestra, and began recording
such hits as "In the Still of the
Night" and "Time after Time",
arid her best-known record, "And
That Reminds Me", a song she will
sing in Hartford. She-also plans to
sing "You'll Be My Music", "Ease
on Down the Road'' and "Love Will
Keep Us Together", along with a
number of other works. Her personal conductor, Peter Myers, will
direct the "Pops" Orchestra for
her appearance.
Opening the concert will be a,
program of "pops" favorites
conducted by Willis Page, music
director of the Jacksonville (Fla.)
Symphony, who is also making his
first appearance with the Hartford
"Pops".
,
Mr. Page is conducting a number
of concerts throughout the Northeast in May, including with a
Washington performance at
Kennedy Center. He has been guest
conductor of the St. Louis and
Denver Symphonies, and the Kol
Yisrael Orchestra of Jerusalem,
and was the first American to be
named a regular conductor of the
Yomiuri Nippon Symphony in
Tokyo.
On May 1, he will present several
works specially arranged for his
Jacksonville " P o p s " Orchestra
including "When the Saints Go
Marching In", and "Begin the
Beguine".
Tickets for Delia Reese and the
Hartford "Pops" are available at
the Bushnell Memorial box
office,
246-6807,
"• : .

viola version of Steve Reich's-1967
Violin Phase' (for viola and tape);
and Linda Sanders' Soap (a series
of spoken stories with taped viola).
Ms. Sanders attended the
Eastman School of Music and the
Yale School of Music, has been a
guest faculty member at Eastern
Kentucky
University,
and
currently is iree-lancing in New
York. She has been heard this^year
in new music concerts at St,
Mark'.s Church and The Brook in
New York, where she will be giving
a solo concert on May 23rd.

SUMMER ROUND TRIP
NEW YORK TO LONDON

$265
MUST RESERVE 45
DAYS IN ADVANCE.
CALL TOLL FREE
9 TO 9.
(800) 847-7196
NOVA CHARTER CORP.
ITHACA, NEW YORK

Yale College Summer Term
May 30-August 15

__J

Wadsworth
Beginning May 1, 1976
New Days and Hours:
Thursday, Friday, Saturday from 11:00a.m. to 3:00 p.m.
Sunday from 1:00 to 5:00 p.m. (no change)
Closed Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Fourth of July, Thanksgiving,
Christmas D,ay and New Year's Day.
Beginning June 1, 1976:
Atheneum Shop Closed
Auerbach Art Library Closed
Slide Library Closed

Glastonbury Players
Glastonbury Players present The Night of January 1<th, a play by Ayn
Rand, at Gideon Welles Jr. High School, May 7th, 8th, 14th and 15th, 8;00
PM. Tickets $3.00 Adults, $1,50 Students—sold at the door. Jury picked
from audience determines verdict and thus ending for play. Interesting
possibilities—Certainly an entertaining evening.

Art Mart
A new dimension to this year's
Greater Hartford Civic and Arts
Festival, which will be held in
downtown Hartford June 5-13, will
be the Art Mart, This special
feature of the festival will provide
a vehicle for Connecticut artists,
photographers and craftsmen to
exhibit and sell samples of their
work in outdoor display spaces.
"This is a great opportunity for
an artist to get exposure as well as
increased sales," suid Karen
Dobson, chairman of the Art Mart
Festival committee. "We anticipate that the Art Mart will be a
high quality exhibit, allowing
artists to interact with the public in
a much more direct way than has
ever been possible at previous
festivals. •_
->
"Great care will be taken to
make this exhibit one of quality.
Only original works will be accepted by a committee of
professional artists who will make
their selections from descriptions
and photographs of work which
must be submitted by, artists
beforehand," the chairman said.
, Each artist must provide his own
display materials as well as be
"responsible for setting up,,
supervising and taking down their
work each day. All Art Mart
participants must obtain a five
dollar vending license from the
Hartford Police Department and a
one dollar sales tax license from
the Connecticut Sales Tax
Department.

Space, which can be rented at $5
a day or $25 for the 10-day festival,
will be assigned on a first-come
basis. Art Mart locations will be
hear the Old State House, the
sidewalk at American Row, and
the east side of Market Street
between State and Talcott Streets.
Each space will be approximately
8'xl0'.
Art Mart space will be reserved
when
the
description
or
photograph of the works to be
exhibited, the rental fee, vending
and tax license numbers and
display dates requested are
received at the Festival Office, 15
Lewis Street, Hartford. Entry
deadline is May 17, 1976. ' •
The Greater Hartford Civic and
Arts Festival is sponsored by the
Greater Hartford Arts Council, the
Downtown Council and the Greater
Hartford Chamber of Commerce.

Trinity
Classifieds

GOT A ROOM in Jarvls next year? We've got a
terrific double loft for you. Also blue and
brown drapes for any room. Call 2«-341],
Hurry! FOR
SALE:
Loft,
woodpaneled
w/bobkshelveS/ cabinet, also gold couch, chest
of drawers, end table and refrigerator. Write
Box 1812 ASAP.
, "
SINGLES . . . meet new friends through Jiv
stamate, a local low cost dating service. Box
815 TT New Britain, Ct. 06050.

Tripod Classifieds
IN AN KI-TOKT to better serve the Trinity College Community, each
issue will now contain a classified ad section. All ad copy must be in
to the Tripod office by Saturday, noon, the week prior to publication.
Cost? An unbelievably low 12 words for $1.00 or multiple thereof (24
words, $2.(M)>. 10? per word thereafter. What better way to get rid of
those unwanted textbooks, pieces of furniture, gel transportation,
etc??? Box "'s will be assigned if stamped, self-addressed envelope
is enclosed. Please note payment must accompany ad copy.

CLASSIFIED ORDER TORM
Name:
Address: _
Tel. No.:._
Ad Copy:.

Payment Enclosed:

—

Spend a Summer at Yale
A complete semester, full credit, a wide selectipn of
courses taught by Yale College faculty.
Humanities Center offers such unique programs as:
Colonial America — An examination of the
formative years in the development of an American
nation.
Film — A study of film through production,
'
analysis, historical development
Forms of Literary Modernism — Studies of the
modernist period in twentieth century fiction,
poetry, drama in Europe and America,

We Deliver

NEW PAEE PIZZA HOUSE
-72 NEW PARK AVENUE
(Off Park Street)

For further information about summer term course

Open 7 Days

New Haven, CT 06520

' •'

(203) 432-4229

10 AM to 1 AM

, -' 232-2690
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Announcements
Russian Course

Piano Recital

Russian 221, Literature, Conversation, and Composition, will be
offered next fall. The course is
designed to develop facility in
speaking, understanding, and
writing Russian, and will be taught
by Mrs. Szeliga, who is presently
teaching Russian 212. Prerequisite
for Russian 221 is two years of
college Russian or the equivalent.
Permission of the instructor is
required. Permission slips can be
left at Mrs. Szeliga's office,
Seabury 15. The class is tentatively
scheduled to meet MWF 11:30.
(Approval for this course was
received too late to permit its inclusion in the Courses of Instruction booklet which has just
appeared.)

Hartt College of Music will
present Rochelle Homelson,
Trinity alurnna, '75, in a graduate
piano recital Sun., May 2, 1976, at
3:30 o'clock in Millard Auditorium,
Hartt College of Music. She will
present a program of works by
Scarlatti, Beethoven, Bartok and
Liszt.
Admission is free and all are
invited to attend.

Name-A-Dorm
An informal contest (no prize) is
being conducted to find suitable
names for the 78-80 and 82-84
Crescent Street dorms. Please
submit entries to Dean Tilles.

Perception
An Interdisciplinary Conference
on the Dimensions of Perception
will be held in Wean Lounge this
Saturday, May 1, from 4:00 to 7:00
pm. Dr. \Villiam Mace, Dr. Miller ,
Brown, Dr. Judith Rohrer, and Dr.
Bard McNulty will speak on the
role of perception in their
respective fields of Psychology,
Philosophy,- Art History, and
Literature. An informal discussion
period will follow the panel
presentation, along with a cocktail
party. The Conference, sponsored

Summer sessionin
Collegetown USA!

by the Psychology Club, is being
held in conjunction with Community Day, and the entire college
community is cordially invited to
participate.

Honors Day
The annual Honors Day
ceremony will be held on Wednesday, 12 May, at 1:00 p.m. in the
Chapel. Many prizes and other
awards are presented to members
of the student body by various
departments. All students are
invited and encouraged to attend.
Most of the prizes to be awarded
are described in the Catalogue
beginning on page 228.
CERBERUS
Cerberus is the host organization
at Trinity. It is responsible for
helping with the freshman arrival
in the fall and in giving tours to
prospective students. There will be
a short meeting today, Apr. 27, at
4:30 in Wean Lounge for all freshmen and sophomores interested in
Cerberus. If you are unable to
attend but would like further information, please contact Nanette
Harvey at Box 528.

Currents III

Judy Dworin, assistant professor
of Dance, and Mark Miklavcic,
composer and musician, will
present "Currents III", an improvisation in sound and motion.
This performance, in commemoration of Israel Independence Day, will be presented
for the benefit of the entire Trinity
community in Wean Lounge on
Monday, May 3, at 7:30 p.m.

Reminder

Dance Improv

Our present academic calendar
1
'Dancers at an Exhibition'' .will
(Trinity Term 1976) includes the
be showing more improvisations
following special aspect:
Undergraduate classes on this week. Come to the patio at the
Wednesday, May 5, will follow the north entrance of the Hallden
normal Friday format (this makes engineering building at 1:15 on
for an even 13 weeks for all class Friday, 30 April. This is the fourth
meetings because it replaces the performance in a free series
Friday classes lost due to the Good sponsored by the Trinity Student
~ Dance Organization.
Friday Holiday).
May 5 is the last day of undergraduate classes this term,
May 4 is the last day of graduate
Well-known folk performer
classes this term.
Michael Cooney with his many
instruments will perform Tues.
Pre-Registratiori will take place night (tonight) at 8 p.m. in Hamlin
April 29 and 30 in the Washington Hall. (BYOB) Admission is $1.00.
Bring pillows for seating and
Room, from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m,
please be prompt, door opens at
7:30.

Folk Concert

Pre-Registratiori

With education costs' continually going up:

Garden Service

Financial Aid Services

You can live where history lived. You can have all
the action you want in young/old Boston —theatres,
restaurants, museums, music and major league
sports. You wijl be close to famous beaches and
historical-landmarks of the greater Boston area, now
more exciting than ever in thisBicentennial Year. You
can iearn from a distinguished faculty teaching
graduate and undergraduate courses in Liberal Arts,
Business. Law Enforcement and Technology. You'll
enjoy learning how inexpensive the tuition, food and
board are compared to other universities of equal ••;'•: ,
caliber. Both day and evening courses are available1QT your convenience.
Don't miss out1 Registration begins June 7. Classes
begin June 21. Send for full details and brochure
with the coupon below,

says

"Leave no stone unturned!"
Send for a complete, up-to-date, cofhputerized
listing of scholarships, loans, fellowships, and grants
, worth millions of dollars.
Financial Aid Services Box 9682, Dept. D
Washington, D.C. 20016

Quick! Send me my copy-of "Aid"
Name

_

,

A d d r e s s

City

; :

'• " •' • -'•• • ' •'•

• '"

.StatP

'

:
' '•

7jp

"The Eucharist", an outdoor
service, will be held in the Chapel
Garden on Sun., May 2, 1976 at
10:30 a.m. The preacher will be the
Rev. Professor Peter Ackroyd of
the Univ. of London.

"Nothing Sacred"
The Trinity Ad Hoc players will
present "Nothing Sacred, Nothing
Gained", a comedy review, this
Wed. and Thursday, Apr. 28 and 29,
in Garmany Hall of Austin Arts
Center at 8:15 p.m. This show is
sponsored by MBOG and is free to
the public.

"Living Day"

I am enclosing $8.95 plus $1.00 for postage and handling

Northeastern
University

Means Lecture
The Philosophy Department of
Trinity College invites you to the
Annual Blanchard William Means
Memorial Lecture, "Justice As
Responsibility", to be delivered by
Professor Oliva Blanchette
Professor of Philosophy at Boston
College on Thursday, April the
twenty-ninth at 8:00 p.m. in the
Francis Boyer Auditorium, Albert
C, Jacobs Life Sciences Center.

:

•
:

_

"A
Living
Day
in
History"~West Hartford Bicentennial Fair, all Sat., June 12, on
the campus of Saint Joseph
College, 1678 Asylum Ave., Wesf
Hartford.

PIZZA HOUSE
- ' ( A C R O S S F R O M T R I N I T Y COLLEGE)
287 NEW BRITAIN AVENUE - HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT
Richard Staroti, Prop.

•
•
•
•

Northeastern
University
Summer Session Office
102 Churchill Hall
Boston, MA 02115
Tel. (617)437-2400
|

Name.

I

Street.

|

dty_

I

DELICIOUS PIZZA
HOTOVEN GRINDERS
MAST BEEF GRINDERS
SPAGHETTI

Phone 247-0234
CALL WHEN YOU LEAVE AND YOUR

.State.

Keep pace ... keep learning

PIZZA WILL BE READY WHEN YOU ARRIVE

.Zip.

I

BUY 4 PIZZAS - ANY SIZE - GET THE 5»h ONE FREE

iti|iuu, txpru At, is»(o, rage

News Notes
f Awareness Day

federally funded by the Law En- social worker and social work
forcement Assistance Agency
with the Welfare
'
"May Day" has traditionally through the Connecticut Justice supervisor
now Department of
been the international distress call Commission, formerly the Con- Department,
Services. Prior to that, he
- for those in trouble. For the third necticut Planning Committee on Social
had three and one-half years of
' statewide Awareness Day in Criminal Administration. Its residential
treatment work exConnecticut to alert citizens to the principal functions "are to super- perience in
and
distress caused by architectural vise federal funds allocated to MassachusettsConnecticut
He
barriers. Governor Grasso has support group homes in Con- graduated frominstitutions.
John
Carroll
designated Saturday, May l, of- necticut, to coordinate referrals of
University, Cleveland, Ohio, in
ficially as Awareness Day in the youngsters to group homes from
1961 and earned his Masters of
state.
the DCYS institutional program, to Social Work degree from the
audit
group home
fiscal
Nearly 80 million Americans management and treatment University of Connecticut in 1970.
suffer limited mobility on a tem-• performance and to help the
porary or permanent basis. These development of sound group home
pepple are barred from community programs throughout the state.
activities and public buildings by
Connecticut citizens with an
architectural barriers; Barrier"Mr. Wehage's educational
free design makes facilities ac- background and prior work ex- angle may want to "cast their
cessible to everyone.
perience make him particularly lines" into the Connecticut State
well fitted for his new role at Library where a unique fishing
To point out how restrictive DCYS," Mr. Maloney said in an- publication is available and most
steps, narrow doorways, revolving nouncing the appointment. "He appropriate with the start of the
* doors and out of reach telephones has been our Foster Care Con- fishing season.
and elevator buttons can be, the sultant for the past 9 months, a
Specifically suggested for
Connecticut Rehabilitation Assn. closely related, field, and came to
(CRA) is sponsoring obstacle us from 3 years in the same Connecticut fishermen, the bulletin
courses at the Trumbull, Enfield capacity with the Department of Fresh Water Fishes of Connecticut
Square, Hartford Civic Center and Social Services. As Director of the may.be purchased for $1.61, acI Naugatuck
Valley
Malls. Central Group Home Coordinating cording to Vincent T. McKelvey,
f *- Throughout the day on Saturday, Unit, he will be responsible for the Chief of Special Services at the
f May 1, shoppers can experiment total operation of the unit, Library. He says the main purpose
with the use of wheelchairs to get reporting directly to Mr. Anthony of the bulletin is to define and
around the obstacle courses and Lovallo, Director of the Division of describe Connecticut's fresh water
the malls, and literature and in- Institutions and Facilities. One fishes. The bulletin includes line
fish distribution maps,
formed volunteers will be important part of Mr. Wehage's drawings,
general life history and identifying
available to answer questions.
overall responsibilities will be to characteristics for approximately
"More of our citizens every day, provide assistance and guidance to 82 fish species in Connecticut as
particularly the ill and the elderly, communities, individuals and well as an identification key and a
become aware of how difficult it is groups on the subject of Group chart showing relative distribution
of the species worldwide.
. to get around," said Dr. Ronald C. Home facilities."
Hendrix, president of CRA. "Steps
Mr. Wehage lives on Belleaire
are just as steep to those hurt in a Drive in Old Saybrook. He is a
McKelvey urges all interested
skiing accident as to those born veteran of 10 years in Connecticut
citizens
to "cast their lines into the'
with a physical disability."
state service, most of them as a State Library and catch 6 ounces of

informative material on a favorite,
if illusive, subject—fishes."
The State Library publications
section, where the bulletin may be
purchased directly, is open 8:30
a.m. to 5 p.m. weekdays only.
Citizens may also buy the bulletin
by mailing a check for $1.61, made
out to the Connecticut State
Library,
to: Sales and
Publications, Connecticut State
Library, 231 Capitol Ave., Hart' ford, CT 06115.

Fishing

Youth Services
Appointment of Mr. Roger
Wehage, to direct the Central
L, Group Home Coordinating Unit of
r the Department of Children and
Youth Services was announced
, today by DCYS Commissioner
Francis H. Maloney. Group homes
are; privately run, communitybased facilities which DCYS uses
in place of instiiutionalization for
some of the youngsters committed
to its care and for the postinstitutionalized rehabilitation
treatment of others.
The DCYS Group Home Unit is
isywtASt
CINtMAJ 1234 i
i-UEUTU-nuix uuB-nowniir"
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Bad News Bears " P C
One Flew Over the
Cockoo's Nest " R "
Duchess and the
^Dirtwater Fox (PG)

A one-day seminar-conference
entitled "Impact of Legislation on
Future Health Manpower" will be
held on Wed., May 5, 1976 at the
Univ. of Bridgeport Alumni Hall
Student Center (corner of
University and Myrtle Aves.) from
8:30 a.m. to 3:15 p.m.
The,seminar will" address itself to

Consumers of health care
delivery will also find interesting
what legislative changes are occurring that affect access, quality,
and costs of medical-health services. The cost is $7.50 including
registration, luncheon, and
materials.
For more information, please
contact the Office for Conference
and Workshop Planning, Mandeville Annex, U. of Bridgeport or
tel. 576-4143. ' .

EUROPE
: ^ : }/• toil lee 800^325-4567^

© UtvJravel Charters

WESTFARMS
MALL

has the big Keepsake selection!

For Your
Bicentennial Engagement
and Forever

BEER KEGS
ALL BRANDS

ALWAYS COLD
ALWAYS IN STOCK

WE DELIVER
Featuring Hartford's Finest
Selection of Imported 6 Domestic
Winas and Spirits - Minimum Prices.

PRE— LAW STUDENTS
PREPARE FOR THE JULY24,1976 LSAT
Over 38 years of experience
and success
Voluminous home study
materials
,

Lipstick " R "
• u.i.''•

Health Seminar

the effect that current federal and
state legislation has and will
continue to have on health manpower roles for practitioners and
students interested in health
careers.

Courses that are constantly updated
THERE IS A DIFFERENCE! M ?!
FOR LOCAL CLASSES
CALL: (203) 226-7737

Make-ups for
missed lessons
Complete tape
facilities for
reviews of class
use of supplementary materials

KflPUfM
EDUCATIONAL CENTER, LTD.
TESTPHEPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

Continuous shows daily
fr
2 p.m.

Yale College Summer Term
May 30-August 15

A perfect Keepsake diamond says it all, reflecting
your love inits brilliance and beauty. And you can
choose with confidence because the^Ceepsake guarantee assures perfect clarity, fine white color and
precise modern cut. There is no finer diamond ring.

For students interested in the Social
Sciences, the Yale College summer
term offers a wide range of courses.
Introduction to the Study of Legal Institutions —
Psychology and Law — Sociology of Law— The
Common Law — Legal and Moral Decision Making —
Psychology of Language — Cognition and Education -—
Nonverbal Communication —
Public Management and Policy Analysis — Models of
Decision Making — Housing and Community
Development — Government Policy and the Economy

1

For further information about summer term course
offerings write or call:
Summer Term Admissions, 1502A Yale Station
New Haven, CT 06520 (203) 432-4229

Keepsake*
How to Plan Yout Engagement and Weddikg |
Everything about planning your engagement and wedding in a beautiful 20 page j
booklet. Also valuable information about diamond quality and styling. Gift offeb I
for complete 44 page Bride's Keepsake Book and giant full color paster. All for 251 I
Name .

•i

Address
City
State

:

.Zip.

Keepsake Diamond Rings, Box 90, Syracuse, New York 13201
[Find Keepsake Jewelers in Yeltow pages or dia! free 800-243-6100. In Conn. 800-882-6SOOJ
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Women Whip Brown, Sneak By Holyoke
by Tina Poole
On Monday, April 19, the Trinity
women's lacrosse team travelled
to Providence, R.I., to play against
Brown University. Despite the 98
degree weather the varsity
managed a victory of 6-3, and the
J.V. tied their game 3-3. The
varsity playefffirst and, though the
whole team started off slowly in
the first half, Carter Wurts scored
three big goals. Brown scored only
two against Trinity. In the second
half, everyone began to "get it

together". Brown scored only one
goal in the second half; Sue Eckles
put two in while Wurts scored once
more.
The J.V. game was wellmatched, though Brown tended to
be a little more physical. The first
half ended in a 2-2 score with goals
by Jane Beddall and Ginger
McLea. Stacey Hewitt put in the
final goal to tie the game after
Brown's thirdgoal.
On Friday, Trinity had a home

game against Mt. Holyoke, and
was victorious on both the varsity
and J.V. levels. The varsity game
was well-matched, but Trinity
managed to keep the lead by one
throughout the game. Co-captain
Barb Hayden and Carter Wurts
both scored during the first
half,
while Mt. Holyoke also1 scored
twice, The defense played a fantastic game with siellar performances coming ^ from Laura
Montca"stle (at the point position),
Amy Witbeck (at coverpoint), and

goalie Karen Blakeslee. The
second half saw Wurts come
through with three goals while
Holyoke only scored two. The final
score was 5-4, raising the varsity's
record to 5-1.
The junior varsity game was
well played offensively and
defensively. Ginger McLea scored
two and Marion DeWitt scored one
in the first half; Holyoke was
unable to pierce the net. It should
be mentioned that J.V. goalie

Laura Warfield had had no experience in that position until two
weeks before the season started';
she has done a very fine job'.
Coppie Tucker scored in the second
half and Holyoke got two in, but
were unable to keep up with the
"little lax-ladies". The final score
Was Trinity 4, Mt. Holyoke 2.
On behalf of the team, thanks to
everyone who as cheered us on. It
makes such a difference, We play
at home today at 3:30 p.m. against
Smith. Be there. Aloha. Go 90!!!

Campaign Statements Continued from page 2
Jeff Meltzer
Budget Committee
When considering voting for a
candidate for Budget Committee,
what criteria should you use? I
suggest that you use those of
competency and diligence when
selecting members of this extremely important groupT As a
member of this year's committee,I helped put order and sense into
the allocation of YOUR Student
Activity Funds. This plus having
been more than adequately involved in the group's activities
shows my interest, having been
elected secretary by my peers on
the committee shows my competence. Therefore I urge you,
please vote, and when you vote,
vote Meltzer.

in—how they could have ever been
considered
'!academically
valuable? Or what about those
subjects which for some reason
never seem to be included in the
Curriculum—where are they?
Well, these are just some of the
things that we've been dealing with
on the Committee"1his year. I've
personally been involved with the
decisions to grant transfer credit
for phys.ed. from other in-

stitutions, the creation of interdisciplinary instruction,' and
most importantly, the affirmation
of student rights as associated with
appeals, requests, etc. before the
Committee as a whole. I feel I've
become quite "acclimated" to
working with the Faculty and
Administration members on this
body, and because of it, I am more
of a benefit to the Student Body as
a whole than a new representative

who would have to come in and "new" curriculum seven years old.
adjust. Vote Jim Essey—It's a Even one year is a long time to
good choice!
wait. We've got to work to establish
courses suitable to the students
Steve Roberts
interests, in all aspects of
Curriculum Committee
The Curriculum Committee education; after all this is a liberal
should be flexible; ready to adapt arts institution. Right? So let's
to the times. Where is an- strive for change. Strive for
thropology?
Where
is courses that suit the times of
photography? Like other areas of today, enhancing past curriculum.
interest, these things should be If I get the opportunity, I'll seek out
considered. One can't accept a this change.

Susan Tananbaum
Curriculum Committee
As candidate for the Academic
Affairs Committee and • the
Curriculum Committee, I see
myself as a representative for
student views, Both committees
have direct bearing on every
Trinity student. Academic Affairs
regulates standards for grading,
discipline, admissions, etc.
Curriculum Committee gives
students a voice in development
and improvement of Trinity
programs and resources. It is in
the interest of the entire school thai
we utilize these committees to
derive the fullest advantages
Trinity can offer, I would like the
opportunity to devote my time
toward (his end. I hope you will
consider this when you vote.
Jeanine Figur
Curriculum Committee
The liberal and rather unstructured nature of Trinity's
curriculum permits students to
pursue a self-designed course of
study which includes independent
studies, Open Semester projects,
student-taught courses, and new
majors. The Curriculum Committee is responsible for the approval and adoption of courses and "
the academic opportunities
mentioned; therefore, I feel that
the committee's activities serve a
vital function in shaping the
framework of each student's
education. Concerned with the
content and quality of the Trinity
curriculum, I would like the
chance to be directly involved in
the process of producing and approving a well-rounded, liberal,
and innovative curriculum.
Jeff Meltzer
Curriculum Committee
In my quest for election to the
Curriculum Committee, I hope to
put to use the valuable experience
that I have gained in being involved in student government over
this past year, into a more complex
and intricate endeavor. This very
important body is the one that
decides what kind of learning
experiences will be permitted in
our academic community. It is
imperative, since students are a
small minority on the committee,
that interested and attuned
students be elected to this post. I
feel that I would be a fine addition
to this committee and would serve
YOUR interests well,
Jim Essey
Curriculum Committee
Ever wonder about some of those
courses that you're enrolled

. All too often, when the party .
If someone gets too drunk to
ends, the trouble begins.
_
drive, drive him yourself. Or call a
People who shouldn't be
cab. Or offer to let him sleep o\cv.
doing anything more active than
Maybe your friend won't be
going to sleep are driving a car.
feeling so good on the morning after
Speeding and weaving their way
but you're going to feel terrific,
to death.
Before any of your friends
drive home from your party, make
sure thev aren't drunk. '
r
-i
l
K I
U W L Y
Don't be fooled because (hey ' ! i K
™
'">
drank only beer or wine. Beer and
wine can be just as intoxicating as
mixed drinks,

, ROC/K\ II.I.I-.. MARYLAND 2 0 ^
i I uant io keep m> friends <iiive
' IOMIVIK-M iwi>.

And don't kid yourself
because they may have had some
black coffee. Black coffee can't
sober them up well enough to drive,
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FRIENDS DON'T LET FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK. Q
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men Cruise Past Crews
by Waynuf N. Wheelit

talented bow-man
v On Sunday Trinity Crew climbed uniquely
I one rung ori the ladder of rowing commented on his performance:
^'competition to meet two of the "It was a grueling race and every
biggest powers in the East, Yale stroke really counted. I was pulling
and Navy. The Elis hosted the so hard that I could actually feel
1
f event on the Housatonic River at my legs throbbing after the finish.
Derby, Connecticut. Trinity rowed The outcome was disappointing,
well, but favorable, upsets were but I think we rowed well."
Navy clinched the Second
sparse.
Yale's First Heavies, ranked Heavyweight race from Yale by
fourth in the East last week by nine-tenths of a second, with
ECAC coaches, edged Navy.by 1 Trinity finishing last. Trin's
and 172 seconds and defeated Second Heavies were quick off the
Trin's fastest eight by 10 seconds. line, but they dropped behind in the
The battle for second between Trin painful body of the race. Plain size
and Navy was a matter of a few was the determining factor.
seats difference until Navy started . The Second Lights enjoyed the
a powerful sprint which left Trin- . doubtful pleasure of starting twice.
trailing and made the Eli judges due to a "jumped" seat in the Yale
sweat. Yale's winning time was the boat. (If equipment breakage
day's1 fastest at 6 minutes, 26' occurs within a.giveh time period,
seconds.
' ']
.' •'' ' the race is started over.) After a
Navy's undefeated First Lights second start, Trinity stayed in the
took first honors'by 4 seconds'over race for 1000 meters, but then it
Yale and by 8 over Trinity in the was all Bulldogs and Cadets. Navy
va rsity •; Li gh Weight : competition. • remained undefeated, downing
Trin was even with both boats until Yale by half a length and Trinity
the turn at the 800 meter mark by four.
Trinity's Freshman Heavies lost
which favored the other two crews.
Steve Stueck, the Lights' to a Yale crew which had a clean,
C

flawless style and powerful drive.
FINISHING TIMES
The young Elis were very im(for 2000 meters)
pressive. They finished a length
and a half over Navy and two over Frosh Heavies
Trin.
Frosh Lights
The morning wasn't all disappointment. Trinity's luminary Second Heavies
Freshman Lights showed the • Second Lights :
Bulldogs what a Fighting Cock can First Heavies '
do by soundly trouncing not one, First Lights
but two Eli adversaries. These
Frosh Bantams have yet to cross
the finishing line behind another
crew. With last Friday's victory
over Simsbury High and this one
over Yale, their 5-0 record seems to
reflect an attitude expressed by
two-man Mike Burkina "It just
makes no sense to lose."
Seven-man Bob Childs said. Trip
had a good start and even held.
"open Water at the thousand meter"
mark." Yale went to work to chisel
off the lead but never caught up to
more than a half length behind.
Well done, Frosh.
•• Next Saturday, the Bantam
oarsmen challenge Williams.
Marist, Wesleyan, and Ithaca
College at Williams. V ..'"

6.34.2
6.52

6.26.2
6.54.2

6.54.1
6.65
6.25
6.29.4

6.23.8
6.47.5
6.14.6
6.25.8

6.32.9
6.71.8
Yale (b)
6.22,9
6.45
6.16
6.21.4

It's TheReal Thing
by Sacco arid Vanzetti
Victory finally came to the stick
twirling Bantams, The Trinity
lacrosse team has finally
awakened from its nightmarish
losing streak, and has gone on to
win three straight games. Many
attribute the wins to the fact that
the first two games were played at
our home field, and the Bantams
were too embarassed to lose in
front of the chapel.

The first team to fall to the blows
of the mighty Bantam machine
was the deficient squad from
Fairfield University,. The game
started off slowly, to quote a
source, "is this really the fastest
game on foot?" But soon the
mighty moffet machine shifted
itself into gear, and shot down six
straight goals. It was the finest
demonstration of stickhandling
that this reporter has ever seen. It
certainly was "Sleazo" Moffit's
day. (At this point in the article we
woule like to announce the'
establishment of the sleazo moffit
name game. Whoever knows his
proper name should contact us
through this paper. Valuable prizes
, for the winner. Act now.)
However, Sleazo wasn't alone;
he only had six of the sixteen goals
that produced the 16-4 Trinity
romp. The other ten were a product
of the new found
team
cohesiveness seen in recent

Bantam games.. For instance,
Greg Carey's hattrick was a t tributed to the fact that he had said
hello to Chris Reeves at the Tap
last week. Mr. Reeves, incidently,
only feil once during the game.
Some also feel that Steve Feid's
"one for the gripper" sideline
inspiration, as he wayed his injured hand and pushed the team
along, was instrumental in
achieving victory.
Sean O'Malley whipped up a
total of three goals, complemented
by a two goal effort by Clint Brown.
Greg Madding, fighting off a
mysterious disease, and playing
inbetween penicillin
shots,
managed to muster up a one goal
totaL As did Steve Popkin, scoring
his one goal even though he was
playing with his shirt untucked.
Sideline quotes were plentiful:
but only one was printable. Gil
Childes on his assist to Moffit for
the first goal, said "it was
gorgeous, really gorgeous, almost
as gorgeous as me."
With the taste of victory still,
fresh in their mouths, the Bantams
went on to face Holy Cross, in what
promised to be the biggest
religious war since the Crusades.
The first half started off like all
the other Trinity games. The
weather was lousy, Popkin was
unusually obnoxious, Chris Reeves
was wearing his new cleats,

knowing that they'd never see
action, and Trinity was losing 6-5
despite Greg Carey's moffit impersonation of five straight goals.
At half time, the team was cold
and wet, especially Clint Brown,
who is rapidly replacing Chris
Reeves as the number one man on
the ground. He was down so much
that the coach wanted to give him a
bathing suit. In a strategic halftime manuyer, coach Chet McPhee
handed out those infamous cokes.
This was a repeat of last game's
tactic which provided a winning
result.
Surely enough, the cokes did it
again, The Bantams marched on to
a 12-7 victory over "the degraded
Holy Cross team. Co-captain Sean
O'Malley popped in two goals, as
did Rick Schweikert with his
double shots, followed by Clint
Brown (that soaked Jones boy)
with a dynamic duo score! Sleazo
Moffit zipped in a single goal that
added to the final 12-7 stomppin'
session.
>
Once again, sideline quotes were
prevalent. Gil Childers got very
philosophical and spouted these
immortal words, "I'm proud we
camefiack. We really had to stick
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our noses in it, sometimes the
smell wasn't so good, but the
rewards-were worth it." Chet
McPhee was less esoteric in his
description of Trinity's lead,
"Don't let up guys, we've blown
leads like this before."
It's comforting to know that
some things, after changing for the
better, seem to remain good indefinately. As long as there is coke
in America, there will be victory in
Trinity lacrosse. Like we've
always said, "Victory, its the real
thing." See you next week folks.
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Senior co-captain Victor Novak demonstrates tremendous
concentration and exertion which won him first place in the
shot-put event in Saturday's track meet at Keene State.
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Yale College Summer Term
May 30-August 15
Attention Pre-Med Students
Study at Yale this summer and complete a year of
lecture and lab in:
Organic Chemistry
General Chemistry
General Physics

Plus a unique opportunity for Science Majors. An
integrated approach to the study of:
GENETICS AND BIOCHEMISTRY
For further information about summer term course
offerings write or call;
Summer Term Admissions

1502A Yale Station
New Haven, CT06520
(203} 432-4229
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Tennis Looks To Ace Ephmen Today
by R. Tanner
Today's long-awaited TrinityWilliams match at Williams is
expected to be one of the highlights
of the 1976 New England college
tennis season. Shutouts of
Springfield and MIT have upped
the Bant's log to 7-1,-while the Ephmen have beaten a formidable
Army team, 5-4,' and boast a
number one player who is unbeaten and expected to be among
the top seeds at the
New England
Championships. ;
"Beating Williams," observes
Trinity Captain Jim Solomon,
"would clearly establish us as a
power in New England tennis, Our
whole season has been pointing
towards this match — you better
believe we're psyched!"
The Matthews-Goldberg pairing
at number one singJes could prove •

to be the most interesting contest
of the day. The fact that both are
freshmen is their only similarity.
On the court they are a contrast in
styles. Williams' Goldberg has a
strong serve and steady volley.
Trinity's Matthews, who has only
lost once this year, likes to draw
his opponent to net and rifle
passing shots — often aiming for
the lines. "I call it my radar
passing shot," says Matthews. "I
get unbelievable pleasure from
cleaning the tape."
But perhaps the key to a Trinity
victory will lie on the strings of the
Bants number five and six players:
Sophomores Charlie Johnson and
Andy Vefmilye. Williams is noted
for exceptional depth, and while
the Trinity pair has only one
singJes loss between them, both

will be severely tested.
This weekend the Trinity team
will travel to Amherst for the New
England Championships. All of the
major New England colleges will
compete. "Although of course we
are not going to concede anything
to Harvard, Yale, .and Dartmouth,
we would be very happy with a
fourth place finish," notes
Solomon. "We're looking to finish
ahead of all schools our size."
The Championships will be
divided into six divisions. Three
singles tournaments — numbers
one and two players from each
school will compete in the A
division, three and four in the B
division, and five and six in the C
division — and three doubles
tournaments will decide the New
England college tennis rankings.

Last week's results:
Trinity 9
Springfield 0
Singles
1) Matthews (T) d. Uidwig 7-5, 6-1
2) Jenkins (T) d. Schultz 6-2, 6-4
3) Solomon (T) d. Snow 7-5, 6-3
4) Rice (T) d. Allen 6-2, 6-2
5) Johnson (T) d. Burkett 6-2, 6-4
6) Vermilye (T) d. Tomberlin 6-1,
6-2
Doubles
1) Jenkins-Solomon (T) d. SchultzBurkett 7-6, 6-1
2)' Matthews-Rice (T) d. LudwigSnow 6-0, 6-2
3) Purcell-Porter (T) d. AllenTomberlin 6-3, 3-6, 6^3

Trinity 9
MIT 0
Singles
(1) Matthews (T) d. Moss 5-7,6-2,62) Jenkins (T) d. Rockowitz 6-2,6-0
3) Solomon (T) d. Yang 6-4, 6-4
4) Rice (T) d. Julien 6-1, 6-2
5) Johnson (T)d. Menig6-4,2-6,6-4 .
6) Vermilye (T) d. Drobac 6-2, 4-6,
7-5
Doubles
1) Jenkins-Solomon (T) d. MossRockowitz 6-1, 6-4
2) Matthews-Rice (T) d, SoifferDrobac 6-2, 7-6
3) • Purcell-Porter (T) d. MenigYang 6-7, 6-4, 7-6

Sports ///
Baseball Splits With UHart, Tufts

t 'v

by The Diz
Trinity's varsity baseball team
split a pair of doubleheaders last
week, taking a game from the
University of Hartford anf Tufts
each, and losing one to both. Their
record now stands at 11-7, with five
games remaining (including a
game with Coast Guard at Nwew
London, an away game with
Wesleyan on Thursday, and a
twinbill at home on Saturday,
again with Wesleyan.
Tuesday saw tha Bantams
engage in a scoring marathon with
Cardinals of UHart, as 26 runs
were scored during the two games.
Trinity dropped the first game, 5-3.
Solo homers by Jim Balesano and
John Wiggin in the second and
third innings were not enough to
overcome the damage done by the
Cardinals in the fifth, when Bob

O'Leary scored on a Mike Brennan had a perfect day at the plate,
single; but j u ^ couldn't produce
going three-for-three,
any real threats. ,
On Saturday, the Bants travelled
The Bants returned in the second to Tufts, where they found
game with vengance in their eyes themselves humiliated in the first
(and bats). They scored twice in game. They commiitted seven
the first, Ihree times in the fourth, errors and could muster only two
and once in the sixth, and were hits against the Jumbos. (It must
cruising with a 5-2 lead going into be said, however, that the Tufts
the fifth; but UHart decided they baseball field wold make the Rockwanted to make a sweep of the ville Quarry appear as smoothly
day's activities. They scored two. surfaced as a pool table.) But in the
runs off starter John Niekrash and second game, the Bants avenged
three off reliever Jim McGrath, the .5-0. shutout of the first game
before Carlow returned to get his wotj a 3-1 victory. Mike Wyman
own revenge, as he flipped the sent the second pitch of the game
Birds by getting three of the next over the right field fence for the
four our. Down 8-fi in the seventh, first homer of his career, and Jim
the Bants ignited with four runs to Balesano blasted his third fourclinch the game,10-6. Mike bagger of the. sea son to help John
Brennan picked up three RBIs, Niekrash (who threw a four-hitter)'
O'Learv had two, >and Jim Smith ' to his fourth win of the year.

Photo by Howard Lombard
Sophomore Harvey Bumpers comes In for a second place
landing in the long-jump event in Saturday's track meet at
Kecne State. Trinity won the meet 86-68.

Golfers Drive UHART Home

by Abdul
The 1976 edition of the Trinity
golf team has turned out to be a
real swinging group. Under the
able direction of Coach George
"Five-Putt" Sutherland and Capt,
by R. Lovering and D. Baur
"Large Ed" Staudinger the'team
Wei winds dampened neither jump. On Saturday he stretched began its season with a trip south
spirits nor times in a bitterly and strained his way to a first in to Florida. The weather, golf,'and
fought April 24 contest with a the triple jump, edging out good times were quile enjoyable.
strong Keene Slate team. Although teammate Brett Maclnnes. Tying Unfortunately, due to an acute.food
il made a good effort, the Keene Novak as Trinity's top scorer, shortage the team was forced to
State team had much lo ponder on Maclnnes was also first in the high subsist on a totally "liquid diet." In
it,« long and lonely trek back ,to jump and second in Ihe high preparation for the difficult
N w Hampshire. Dazed by the hurdles. Talented sophomore schedule Coach George pushed the
s1 ; alagems
of
mastermind Harvey "The Bump" Bumpers team unmercifully throughout the
a iches Rick Hazelton, Howard was second in the long jump. week. As a result strong perBurnes and Dick Taylor, Keene Superb first place performances formances were turned in by the
State could only speculate as lo were recorded by Robert Fernald ever present Tom "Shlitz" Shultz,
w'.ere had been its fatal flaw.
in the intermediate hurdles and 'Capt. "Large Ed", sophomore Bill
,arge crowds were on hand to Hobie Porter in the high hurdles, Dodge, and Jay "I'm Cool"
v. .ness Trinity track's most Hal Smullen has been vaulting well Morgan. For additional strength,
s nring victory of the season. in recent weeks and won the pole the team is looking to returnees
? ,,ch credit must be given to the vault by a foot. Teammates Robert "Stork" Jennings, George "Abr
l mity weight men. They swept Pollak and Ratrick Hallisey were dul" Jensen, and Larry Wells; and
I • shot, hammer and javelin second and third in this event. newcomers John Flynn, Ted Almy,
< >nts and placed first and second Gutsy Irishman Hallisey placed and Nigel Mills.
! the discus. The lead they third despite his fatigue from
i- ablished
proved
in- having just run the mile.
' mountable. Keene State could
The running events started well
t ?.r only token resistance to the for Trinity with an impressive win
p ength and talent of the likes of in the 440 relay. Tom Lines then
> -tor Novak, Moose Poulin, John strided his way to a first in the 100.
< rinelly and Kip Martha. Co- Although Keene State was a
• jtain Novak was first in the shot, powerhouse in the middle and long
Balancing on one 'Foot. The
•ond in the discus and, as a distances, Trinity displayed longest recorded duration for
prise entry, third in the javelin. stamina and poise in meeting the continuous balancing on one foot is
ulin was first in the discus and challenge. Dave Kyle and Donald 8 hours 5 minutes by Alan Maki at
•orid in the shot. Winning his Baur both finished strong in the 440 Beverly Hills Junior High School,
jntby 33 ieet, John Connelly was yard run. Daniel Howe and Upper Darby Pennsylvania, on
•ctapular in the hammer. Also Richard Lovering were second and March 3,1975. The disengaged foot
. ding a Trinity sweep, Kip third m the 880 as all Trinity may not be rested on the standing
irtha was tops in the javelin. distance men recorded fine times foot nor may any sticks be used for
support or ..balance.
m Heslin, a local boy, throwing on the fast track.
the tradition of Fred Clark,
Gordon Clark, and John Wheeler
The final score of 86 to 68 is only a
i iced second in the javelin. In the partial indication of the extent to of Corsham, England, went 12
! mmer, Donald Grabowski and which Trinity dominated its out- hours 15 minutes on October 6,
I rry Dorfman supported Con- classed New Hampshire opponent. 1973. They took a 5-minute rest
n lly's first by placing second and The meet gave the scrappy Ban- break every hour.
third respectively.
tam squad even greater confidence
John Ziewacz has been im- for today's Middletown contest From the 1976 edition of The
.,...jjr,py.)i)g,e,y.ejrx.Jifear in the triple with league rival Wesleyan.
Guiness Book of World Records.

Trackmen Clean Keene

• CHALLENGE
THE RECORD

Starting off the season with a
bang, Trinity handily dispatched
the WPI squad by the score of 6-1.
Partially due to the inspiration of
Coach George and the .play of
"Large Ed", B. Dodge, John
Flynn, and Ted "Where Am I"
Almy, the outcome of the match
was never in doubt.
Next, the team traveled to URI
for a match with UHart and Rhody.
URI's team (four of whom are
former professionals) capitalized
on the home course and windy
conditions and handed Trin its first
loss of the season 479 to 511. Helped
by strong showings from Larry
Wells, B. Dodge, and "I'm Cool"
Morgan, Trin recorded its twentythird straight victory over UHart's
"hackers."
Returning home, Bates and Tufts
arrived for a tri-match at Farmington Woods C.C. Bates quickly
became the first shutout victim of
the season, 7-0 (due to "Large
Ed's" overtime victory). The
match with Tufts turned-out to be a
real, heartbreaker. Clutch per-

formances by Flynn, Dodge, and
"Schlitz" Shultz, tied the match at
3-3. Unfortunately, a gallant effort
by Chris Jennings fell short on the
twenty-first hole and the team
suffered its second loss, 4-3.
The last match involved New
London's finest (the Coast
Toasties) and the inept, but vicious
Conn. College "cuties". Conn.,
despite a surprisingly strong
showing, became the second
shutout victim of the season (7-0).
The Toasties proved to be.stiffer
competition. Behind the strong
play of Capt. "Large Ed", Dodge,
Shultz, and John "I'm Undefeated" Flynn, the match ended
.4-3 in favor of the Bantams. The
win has to be attributed to Capt.
Staudinger's pre-match pep talk,
"Be large!"
The present 5-2 record reflects a
team effort and we predict a strong
finish toward our goal of a 10-2
season and NESCAC cnampionship. Tune in next week when
the team will publish its first lesson
entitled, "How to Be a Happy
Hooker!"

All-College. Community Day
Saturday, May 1 on the Quad.
Picnic and celebrate with tnusic,
discussion groups, games,
theater, and fun for all.
Local talent invited to participate.
Call 246-7121,
246-6108, or 249-4132.

